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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The problem of who should go to college and in what special fields 
. 
of endeavor the students who go should concentrate is not one of recent 
origin . For many years now most colleges have been cone erned about the 
high mortality rate of their students, due often to the lack of capacity 
of some individuals .for certain types of endeavor. Moreover, psycholo-
gists have :Long known (1) that different mental processes are required 
for di ferent subject- matt r fields and ( 2) that individuals differ 
within themselves as well a.s among others in utilizing the mental pro-
cesses they possess . F.ducational growth, then, would seem to depend to 
a large extent on in.tell· ent and adequate educational guidance. 
The grow:ing enthusiasm for higher education makes the problem of 
effective differential guidance, and consequent reduction of student 
mortality, ever more pressing. 
According to the annual report of the Federal Security Agency, 
about 31 per cent of the 1950 high school graduates enrolled in college 
as compared to 25 per cent of the 19.30 graduates . This comparison has 
more meaning when it is known that :in 1930 about 51 per cent of the 
youth of high school age were enrolled :in high school whereas 77 per 
cent were Enrolled in 1950~1 
Satz, who studied the relationship between certain variables and 
1Federal Security Agency, Annual Report, 1952 (Washington, D. c. , 
1953), p. ].4. . 
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academic performance., makes this interesting statement concerning inter-
est in higher education: 
One of the significant phenomena of our time is .the 
:p:>pular interest in higher education . This interest is 
revealed by the ever-increasing numb r of applications 
for admission to various colleges and universities; by 
expressions of parents respecting th desirability of 
higher education for their children; by the increasing 
search by employers for technically tr~ed persons to 
fill strategic positions in office, laboratory, and 
plant; and , at t.11.e same t · e., by the growing demand for 
a greater variety of curricular offer ings to meet the 
vastly efpanding needs of individuals in a culture euoh 
as ours . 
The full impact of this enthusiasm for higher education probably 
will not be felt until the great flood of children now enrolled in the 
elementary schools reaches college age . 
It is now and will be the duty of persons responsible for higher 
education., :m institutions such as The Oklahoma. .Agricultural and Meehan-
ical College , to help these students discover the fields of endeavor 
for iJh.ich they are best fitted and from which they will derive the most 
benefit . 
Problem To Be Investigated 
The problem of this study was concerned with but one small area of 
the total problem, that of the field of college mathematics. The spe-
cific statement of the problem and the hypotheses to be tested follow: 
What is the relationship between certain f actors ( the 
background in high school ma.thematics., the level of mental 
ability, reading comprehension, general reasoning ability , 
211a.rt:m A. Satz., "The Relationship Between Eleven Independent 
Variables and Academic Performance in Nine Social Science Areas at the 
University of Wash:i.ngton , 11 Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (Seattle., 
1953), p . 1. 
achievement in algebra) and academic success in college 
mathematics as the degree of abstract thinking demanded 
in mathematics increase ff? 
I;Iypotheses To Be Tested 
1. The background in high school mathematics, as represented by 
sem.ester.s of high school mathematics completed, and by the grade po:int 
average in these courses, is significantly related to academic success 
in college mathematics as the degree of abstract thinking deill&lded in 
mathematics increases . 
2 . The level of mental ability , as determined by a standardized 
intelligence test , is significantly related to academic success in col-
lege mathematics as the degree of abstract thinking demanded in mathe-
matics increases . 
3. Reading comprehension, as determined by a standardized reading 
instrument , is significantly related to academic success in college 
mathematics as the degree of abstract thinking demanded in mathematics 
increases . 
4. General reasoning ability, as determined by a standardized test 
of quantitative reason:ing, is significantly related to academic success 
in college mathematics as the degree of abstract thinking demanded in 
mathematics increases . 
5. Achievement in algebra, as determined by a standardized test in 
algebra at the time of entrance into college is significantly related to 
academic success in college mathematics as the degree of abstract think-
ing demanded in mathematics increases . 
Procedure 
Information relative to the high school background in ma.thematics, 
grade point average in college algebra and in calculus, was availabl e 
in the egistrar1 s office. Scores on the American Gouncil on Education 
Psychological Examination, used as a measure of mental ability, were 
available from the Bureau 01' Tests and Measurements . Scores on the Co-
operative algebra Test, the Nelson- Denny Reading Test, and the Guilford-
Zimmerman easoning Test were made available by the iathema.tics Depart-
ment . 
In order to test the hypotheses , intercorrelation between all of 
the factors involved in the study and necessary partial correlations 
were computed. 
The predictive power of this ,combination of factors was determined 
by the construction of multiple regression equations and calculation of 
the multiple coefficient of correlation. 
Tables were prepared to show the relationship between each factor 
and grades in calculus and in college algebra. 
A prediction table and a chart for determining the most probable 
grade category in which a student ' s grade in calculus would fall were pre-
pared from data obtained by utilizing the most promising muJ.tiple regres-
sion equation . 
The Purpose Q.f. ~ Stugz 
The purpose of the study was to provide evidence showing the rela-
tionship of the factors mentioned in the hypotheses t academic success 
in college mathematics, and to report, this evidence :in such a manner 
that it might prove helpful to counselors and teachers of students \'rllo 
are contemplating enrolllnent :in a college program involving considerable 
5 
mathematics . 
Three questions were inherent in the problem statement and the pur-
pose: (1) What wa.a the relationship between each of the factors and 
success in college algebra? (2) What was the relationship between each 
of the factors and success in calculus? (3) What 'WUS the comparison of 
these relationships? 
A final purpose was made mandatory by the nature of the problem if 
the s u ·Rls o be useful to couns lors and teachers of mathenatics . 
This :involved combining the most promising factors into a prediction 
team for marks in calculus . 
' here is a real need to determine I as earzy as possible, the stu-
dent •s potentialities and the probability of his success in a mathematics 
progr • It is almost an unpardonable waste of human effort and finan-
cial resources to allow a student to continue in a program in which he 
has little or no chance of success without making him aware of those 
chances, so that he may if he wishes transfer into a field where there 
is a greater probability of satisfactory experience. 
The report of the President ' s Commission on Higher Education con-
tains a particularly pertinent statement in this regard: 
••• to assume that only those looking to professional 
career~ can profit from coJJ.ege experience is to mis-
read and under- estimate the broad personal and social 
benefits to be gained. 
T e danger is not that individuals may have too much 
education. It is rather that it ma;y be either the wrong 
kinda for the particular individual, or education domi-
nated by inadequate purposes . 3 
3president• s Commission on Higher Education, Higher Education ~ 
American Democracy (New York, 1948), p. 7. 
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The report further states that, even with the in.flexibility of the 
college curricultun of todey, a. minimum oi' 49 per cent of the people of 
college age have the ability to profit from at l~t two years of col-
lege work and that at least .32 per coot could go b¢yond. two years sue-
cessfu.lly. 
The trend toward increased enrollment in college makes ever more 
pressing the responsibility of college personnel ~ study .the signifi-
eance of all. possible factors which may influence academic performance 
and to make the student aware of as many of his deficiEflcies as can be 
determined .1n order that he mey properly appraise him.self. No one study 
will be able to :involve all of these factors, but a good beginning ~ 
be made by :investigating those factors which have commonly been con-
sidered of more than passing importance. 
Frederiksen makes a plea from the counselor' s point of view for this 
sort of study; 
The longer 1 have tried to counsel students, the more I 
have been impressed with the lack of adequate :informa-
tion on 1-mich to base interpretations of test scores . 
Even when dealing with prediction of acs.demic success, 
which has been studied more thoroughly than any other 
prediction problem, I often feel the handicap of a lack 
·Of useful :information to gi e to the student sitting 
a.cross .from my desk who wants to lmow his chances of 
being successful in some academic undertaking . To such 
problems as the choice of a college, the choice of a 
curriculum, the choice of a graduate school program, a 
client might legitimately ~-pect me to make useful state,-
ments about probabilities of success in those academic 
programs which he is considering. 
What I am trying to say is that I, for one, feel frus-
trated by the lack of adequate :information for t he inter-
pretation of a test score. 
What can I do about it? I believe that there are several 
things that can be done , and the first is to put my om 
house in order. I should at least be able to make 
r easonably accurate differential predictions of success 
in the various divisions of my own :institution. My first 
recommendation, therefore, is that local validity studies 
should be made . Separate studies should be made of the 
major acadenic programs at one ' s own :institution.4 
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The importance of helping students find the right place in the col-
lege program has been recognized by many advisers for a long time. 
These advisers recognize that this is not a problem which is likely to 
be resolved on enrollment day, when the student is helped to make his 
choice of curriculum. The problem goes farther back than that and con-
tinues through the entire college program. 
HacRae, writ.ing on the responsibility of the college for the wel-
fare of the student , makes this statement: 
he college ' s concern for the welf are of the student 
should beg:ir1 with the institution ' s recruitment program. 
Increasingly, tests , scales , formal and informal inven-
tories , and other devices are being used to give preg~ 
noses of probable success in various kinds of colleges 
and different types of programs . A better use of these 
instruments and of other techniques which the college 
may devise should lessen the number of l';'ii.udents who drop 
out of America ' s institutions of higher education . In 
some schools the mortality rate reaches the alarming pro-
portion of 60% . In other institutions this proportion 
is below 5%. Although there are factors that impel some 
institutions to admit students whose needs they cannot 
meet , the lower mortality percentage above should be ac-
cepted as a challenge by the guidance forces of the high 
school and college.' 
The problem of failure in mathematics at The Oklahoma .Agricultural 
and Mechanical College is not at all new. It is quite interesting to 
f.ind this statement by Harrington made in 1928: 
ll:Norman O. Frederiksen, 11 v!aking Test Scores More Useful For Pre-
diction," Educational and Psychological Measurement, XI (Winter, 1951), 
783-787 . 
5James Bonner ac ae, 11 esponsibility of the College for the Wel-
fare of the student, 11 Current Issues El Higher Education., (1950), 51. 
The mathematics department of the Oklahoma. Agricultural 
and Mechanical College has been troubled for many years 
by the extremely large percentage of failures :in it.a 
courses . Figures from the resident •s Ofl,ice for the 
year 1926-27 place this percentage at 46. 
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There has been a constant effort through the years to find wa:ys to 
lower this percentage· ,of failure . Further evidence of the truth or 
this statement is found in a study by Clark in 1930: 
In the light of modern investigations, we have come to 
question the validity of the popular belief that our 
state furnishes to all individuals eeJ.Ual opportunity as 
an equal legal claim upon the institutions of learning 
supported by the s_tate without considering the fitness 
of these institutions to meet equaJJ.y well the needs of 
all individuals. That all individuals are not equally 
able to profit by the training of the traditional type 
of school has long been accepted as a fact • • • • Much 
waste of funds and effort, for the college and for the 
student concerned, could be avoided if some criteria 
could be develo~d for predicting, more accurately, suc-
cess in college.7 
The Report of the Presidmt• s onunission on Higher Education con-
sider.s the problem of equaJ. opportunity :in the opening statement: 
Equal educational opportunity for all persons, to the 
maximum of their individual abilities and without regard 
to economic status, race, creed, color, sex, national. 
origin, or ancest is a major goal of American Dernocracy. 
Only an informed, thoughtful, tolerant people can main-
tain and develop a free society. 
Equal oppor·tunity for education does not mean equal or 
identical education for all individuals . It means, 
rather, that education at all 1 vels shall be available 
equal~ to every qualified J?E:rson (italics not in the 
originaJ.;.8 · · 
6Harold r:: . Harrington, "The Prediction of Success in Algebra by 
the Use of the Iowa lacen:ent ;- tlnation and the Otis · ental Test , 11 
Unpublished Master ' s 1hesis, (Stilh1ater, Oklahoma, 1928), p. 10. 
7 Alice Beuls Clark, u alytical study of Good an Poor Students 
Among College Freshmen ,"' Unpublished Haster •s Thesis, (Stillwater, 
Oklahoma, 1930), p. ?. 
8president ' s Commission, Higher Education for American Democracy, 
p. 1 . 
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How, then , are college personnel to determine who the qualified per-
sons are and in which areas they are best qualified to study? 
With the outl ook for increased college enrollment and the emphasis 
on equal educational opportunity, colleges will need to be on guard 
agai!lst a dil ution of standards . The Commission Report makes clear in 
this further statement that no such intention is implied, 11 • • • . nor 
does it believe that a broadening of opportunity means a dilut ion of stan-
dards either of admission or of scholarly attainment. in college work.n9 
College entrance requirements have not alweys been based on the 
philosophy of education which emphasizes the importance of tµe individual 
student above the importance of the subject matter. Early colleges were 
. . 
quite limited in space, equiµnent ., and instructional staff. Their ob-
j ective was also very different . 'l'hey were concerned almost entirely 
with the production of a small number of scholars who could master the 
great body of knowledge of the past , our cultural heritage. This meant 
an aJJUost equal ability to master work .:involved in many subject areas. 
It was , therefore, only natural and common practice to demand of those 
.-mo entered college that they be equi ped with high intelligence , adequat e 
knowledge, and superior ability. 
It is easy to see why the traditional entrance requirements came 
into being, and probably adherence to that tradition explains why ·col-
leges have not adjusted these requirements to meet the changing times 
and conditions . 
Perhaps the two most popular present-day methods of determining 
whether or not a person is qualified to enter college are the satisfactory 
9lli.2, p. 1 . 
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canpletian of a prescribed number of units of high school work result-
ing in a high school di lorn.a, and entrance examinations . 
Co siderable thought has been iven in r cent years to the inade-
quacy of these admission requiren1en ts . Douglass , · in · a study of the re-
lation of high school preparation and certain other factors to academic 
perfor-.nance in college, is emphatic on this point: 
Not only do the results of this study indicate that such 
entrance requirement s contribute practically noth:ing to 
the differentiation of good from poor student college 
risks, but all other studies of similar nature agree :in 
this respect . In fact , no record can be found by any 
thorough-going objective investigation ever conducted 
-which affords any rational support for the practice of 
conditioning general admission to the University upon 
the completion of prescribed units of certain favored 
fields • .10 
One of the objectives of a study by Blackll was to determine the 
rel tionship between the number of units of high-school ,v0rk and univer-
sity grades . He found that the relationship between the number of units 
completed in a particular high school subject area and successf'ul per-
formance in any given subject matter area was very slight . Correlations 
ranged from -.247 to +.291. His conclusion was that the relationships 
were not high enoueh to justif'lJ placing much emphasis on subjects com-
pleted in high school as guides for admission to and enrollment in cor-
responding subject-matter areas in college. 
The entrance examinations commonly used for the purpose of deter-
mining the ability to do college work have not proved very satisfact ory 
lOHarl • Douglass, IIThe elation of High School Preparation and 
Certain Other Factors to Academic Success at the Univer sity of Oregon," 
Universi ty .2f Oregon Publications , X:XX (September , 1931), 56 . 
IlDonald B. Black, "Prediction of Academic Success in the Univer-
sity of \-!ashington , 11 Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation , (Seattle, 1951) . 
ll 
as indicators of success in college . They have proved to be of even 
less value in helping to determine what the probability is that a 
student may be successful in a particular curriculum area such as ma.the-
ma.tics . 
Wallace, University of Michigan, in a stud;y of the value of the 
American Council on Education Psychological Exanrination in this respect, 
makes the following comment: 
The freshraan testing program has become an established 
practice among most colleges and universities in this 
country. Its content and extent varies as to the exam.i-
nations administered, but, typically includes one or 
more instruments designed to estimate the incoming stu-
dent ' s aptitude for college-level study with the possible 
addition of an appraisal of his competence in particular 
areas . 
The proposed and actual uses of the results of these tests 
include placement of students in appropriate sections or 
courses; educational, vocational, and personal guidance; 
selection of students for particular areas of concentra-
tion or pre-professional training; and research of various 
sorts. All too often no application is made of the re-
sults at all. 
Although it was believed that scores on these tests would 
be an aid in determining the suitability of individual 
students for electing particular courses or fields of 
concentration, insufficient evidence was available on 
which t,o base such determinations . The on}¥ clues coun-
selors could use in t he application of test results were 
knowledge of the content of the tests, subjective judge-
ment, and to some extent, information from investigations 
made at other institutions on the predictive value of a 
few of the tests used. 12 
The use of entrance exam.:ination covers a relatively long period in 
the history of higher education in the United States . Douglass, writ-
ing more than twenty years ago, points out the historical significance 
12N. L. Wallace, "Differential Predictive Value of the A. C. E. 
Psychological Examination," School and Society, LXX (July 9, 1949), 
23-25 . 
Until the early' ::;even:ties the method u.nif-orrllly employed 
was that of the ent.rqllce examinatio.n. First employed at 
the University of tiiehigan in 1$71, the accrediting system 
baa $pread until at the p:t>esent time it is now: the pre. 
vailing· iS.eans •·' ·The accredit,i.llg _method is the principal 
avenue. o! entrance. to pract.icall.;f ever,/ stat-e aupported 
institution. and to the ve17 large Jiiajority . o.f' priyatezy . . . 
suppo.rt.ed colleges ·aru1 univers;i:i;.ies •. •. It .i~ .still posm;l?le. · .. 
to enter praetiea.liy all il1stitution:s .of higher learning · 
by· the college entrance exarrw:H1tiot1 ~oute and ,several 
:i;,1.Stitu:'f.ions, principally colleges · .tbr :wom:en in Ne'\>r England 
and. the Middle Atlantic states,:·• receive students only on · 
·that· basis:. Because:, of the· co_nfusion occasioned .from vary- · 
ing standards reeul.t~g nat"UXeJ.ly from the set.ting at. each 
indivich?,ai. institution a dit'fer'ent e.xai1lina.tio~; there \'!lafl · 
formed in 1900 the College Entrance Ex.amina tion Board. for 
th~ purpose of standardizin.g.the ~"itlnation· given £or the 
· purpos,e of· selecting college• en.trants.·. · · 
With the development of group mental,. ·or, as· t,h:o-.r a:re often 
ea.J..led.,; psychologieal or intelligence, · test.a· ·or examina-
· tions; · this type of criterion has. been 'tll'ged as a means of 
determining the capacity t.o do . college work. For reaso:ns 
which we cannot patise to discuss here, mental tests are 
employed in but a small. minorit.y of institutions £or ·the 
pul"'pose of selecting college entrants and then only to .fur-
nish supplementary data.. Perhaps in no institut;i.on. a.re 
they employed as the sole"crite:ion t'o~ determining_the 
. acceptance or rejection o:i: applicants for entJ:"anee. ~ 
It is quite interesting to note that Dougla&s., ~iting at a m.ueh 
lat.er data# waa $till int.e;i:e.st.cd in :v:iays and means of disooverlng ju-st 
11hat, :it is which de:termines how successful a student ~ expect to bll 
' ' 
studies at the University of Minnesota, Douglass conc:1:udedi 
It would therefore seem. that ~here is no simple, uni.form 
thre$hold of' ability to succeed in :a. university having 
several schools and colleges,. The abilities required io1-:-
.suoeess in the· variou~. schools a.l'ld e:oUeges vary both in 
nature and in degree.l4 · 
13DQuglass, 212.• cit • ., P• 5. 
l4Harl R. Douglaes, uoiff erent Levels and Patterns of Ability 
Neeessa.ry for Si,ccess in College.,11 29.:cupatio.us, XXII (December-, 194.'.3), 
1sa ... J.86. · 
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Early educational literature,. as well as that of more recent date, 
abounds with reports .of studies made in an attempt to shed so.me light 
on the .factors influencing success in algebra. Yet the problem' remains 
as one of the most irn.portant in our time. One might be incliI1ed to agree 
.· with Summers,:15 who feels that a point. of no ;progress. in t,he use of e;r...a.,..-u-
nations for prognosis has been reached. But an attitude of defeatism 
will not solve the problem. If the problem. is to be solved, continuous 
study must be made of all factors., :intellectual and oL.hers., 1:Jhich are 
suspected of bearing a relationship to academic success in ariy curricu-
lmn area. lJhether or not the factors used in a particular stud._y are 
found to hear a significant relationship to academic success seems to the 
writer to be not quite so important as is the constant effort to find 
such factors.. If enough studies are done and enough £'actors are con ... 
sidered, the long-term result will be the discovery of the fac·l;ors most 
valuable :Ln help:ing to determine 'Whether a student has the qualities, 
both acade:mic and otherwise, which are necessary .for success in his chosen 
college p;i.nogra.11. It would seem to be jµst as sig.riif'icant, L.'1 the long-
term picture, t,o discover that a certain factor bears no significant re-. 
la:~ionship to academic success in a program such as mathematics, as it 
is to discover that a factor bears a significant relationship~ 
An account of the procedure, the sources of data, the scope, and 
the l:intlta,tions of this study are found in Chapter II. il description 
of the test instruments and what they purport to :measure will be 
15R. l~. Smnmers, IISome Thoughts on Prediction of Academic Achieve-
ment,11 College~ Univer~_l, XXVI (Janua..v.y., 1951), 229-235. 
in.eluded. The nature oi" the ~:i:-iterion grad.ea and the,- weaknese:ee o:f -such 
·~eria will be diseussed. 
Cha.pter Ill -will- be a report, of selected ~lated studie~. Although 
no atudietJ '!rTel'e found which attempted· to do quite ·the 5&.Yfte thing as at• 
. . -- ,, ' 
tempted in this atu<ly, certain st:ud.iee w~e reµi;ted. in_ O!lf3 or. ~r.e i~ 
to the present study'* Only _those stud;Le$ -itU:}l'S selected ·which involved 
. ' .. ,· . . ' ~ 
the -~el.ation~ilip between the_ same variables used in this. study~ w 
.· . . 
sinrlJar ones, and .a,cademic success in son:1e portion of the college ma.th.-
. . 1 .... . , .• ' ' ·• . ~ • ' ' . . ' ~ ' . ' . • 
matic.s p..~gra~ SOJ.tl.e. At:te.."lt~on yrlJJ. be_ ~i~ to t,he techniques used and 
. ' . ' 
. ' . . . 
the i'etmlt:3 obtained. _ No :1;;ffort w~s J~.e j.i,Q confine the. account. of re-
la;teu" $ttidi'es to ·those. with :results :i:n::agi"'eement with the ·present_s.tudy. 
- -
Cluwter IV to..U describe· :i.n detail· the procedure· used -iri. this atud.1, 
. pre$ent the data, and. -mi.~ze ·!.;he· resu:l-ts obtailted~ The· rela.tion:Jhip 
· 0£ ·ea..ch r:actor · to grades in calculus a.n.d to grad.es i.11: algebra wilJ be 
£ormulation of a regression equation involving the £actor.a most clouly 
::ral&ted ·t.o academic su-c.o,es.e- in c.alcul.us• the evidence· fvom t,he study 
will be put :.ui:co useable form. As a ~t Cf~~ fil-ial step-, an an-alysis 
0-t the two fa-ct.o~s mo-st el.osely :t.~lated- to suocesG in calcul.us will. be 
_ mad~, and the ree-ult-s. will. be pre;sent.-ed. i:n chart form.. for the oonveni-
enee o! those who want a qiiek estimate of the moat probable eatego.ey 
~ wlu.ch a $tudant-'s gr:a.dia in c.al:culus ma_y be -~cted to .fall. 
Chapter V ,-r.Ul summarize t..J<w eybjeotives, the ti.ridings" and conelu-
.Sci~ of this study .• 
CHAPTER II 
SOURCES OF DA'£A, SCOPE, .AWD LIMITATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe briefly the procedure 
used in selection of factors and subjeots for the study, giv~ th:e s.ources 
of data, describe the test instruments used, and call attention to some 
of the important limitations o.f the study. 
Selection ££ factors 1:9! study . 
After the decision was made to study the relationship of certain 
factors to academic performance :L.'1. college algebra and in calculus, the 
next step was to choose factors for study which would most likely be 
related to. such perform.ence~ A survey of the literature i\unished many 
clues as to what factors 1rrould most likely bear a significant relation--
ship to academic performance in college algebra, but not many clues 
could be found ·with regard to calculus. Of the factors examined and 
considered, the following seemed to hold the most promise: mental 
ability, reading comprehension, reasoning ability, achievement in alge-
bra at the time of entrance into college, the number of semesters of 
high school :mathematics completed.:> cllld the grade point average :in high 
school mathematics. 
Selection .2f. Subjects For Stugz: 
The subjects chosen were the students enrolled m calculus at The 
Oklahoma. Agricultural and Hechanical College during the fall semester 
of the school year 1953-54. About two hundred students constituted the 
15 
.• 
e~ .~ It was round th$t complete rilata. were not Strllabu fqr 
etu••dw wtio trans.terred from foreign countries md o.t,h,er inst-itutioutiw: 
Ut:er diaea:ro.:ing these subjects, 160 eases· remained: on Which. complet,e 
As m.easuros . or mental abil;ity i tl~ . Is cores on the Auleri.c.an COUll<dl 
on Jsduc~tion P~chologica.1. Examinatio~1 were used. All ooter.:1:'lg fresh-
. men .studen:tti, ut The Oklahorua Af:,,Tie.ul.tural and Mechaniea!. College iil'e 
r.eq.dxed 'to take this ~u.nation. 1'he scoros wei~a mad-a available 
through the Bureau of Tests and Measut·G1Jt.ents~ ?he inathematics depart .... 
nwmt administers the Araerie;m C-0uncil on Education Cooper.~tive .Algebra 
T:est2 to all f'res.hl:oon stud.ant.a. enrolling in raathema.ties. l'hesa reeults 
Wfir.e made avi-Uab.le by the mathe.maties department and U3ed as. a measure 
ot aehievem.e.nt. in algebra at the ti1x1e Qi: enter.ing coll.ego. U.ith the 
-Q:Oopa:ration ot the p.ertSOnnel 0£ the ma.t:hemat,i.cs department., the llelson-· 
~ kt~ Tes:V and the GuiUQrd.•2'.inur..erman 'l.'est in Reasoning~ were 
~a~ered t& the subjects of this .etudy at the begirming of thG 
reeoms. o.t grerl.es made in c:ollQS:e algebra and ea.:Leulusi wera obtained 
fraa: the ~;i.stl'~l s o.f!iee. 
'i'heae · data. wew:e recorded. on Q'sp,e.e.ial.zy prepared fi;ve by eigh't indi-
vidual. els.ta. card~.. The data were iatet> transterred. to Intemati.onal 
1
.Hereat·ter called the 11,A.C.E.u: 
,2J:I:erearter called the, ncooparative algebJM. test.u 
lne~er eall.ed the. urea.ding test.,tt 
l.ffereafte:r called the r1rea,son:i11g teat..u 
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this study· ~l1$ t-0 oo in order •. 
:l'he American Ooun,cil £!!·. !,du;c~t:ton g~~"4b.9~i-O.al Examination.' · T~ 
payeho~al. ~ation OO®iats ,o:r e:ix. ~fll;ts,. Factorial anaJ~rses 
have· ~ified. grouping the .six t.~ts .mto two: gffleral classes as ful• 
lows: · Ct) Qua11t.i.tative t,ests yielding the Q .... acore include arithnwtieal 
reaeoning, m.w..her series, Bnd figure an~<:>gies,. and (2) Language apti-
tude t.est.$ yi~lding the t,..scoxe include ~oppoe.i:te,- eompletion, and 
The purpose .of the A. C. E. e¥ • .arn.inati01l ;La to .. appraise what ~ been 
.called. seholaatic aptitude or g'l;lneral. intel.J.igena.e,. with special ref'er-
«J:e~ to th.e requirements oi: n10st colle.g;e 0;urri:®1a.,.. It has hecen fe:rurid 
that; . m ~m1erai, language aptitude tests gi:ve. higher ~orrelation$ rrl.th 
s.c11olarship in the libel"al art,s c.ollog~ than do quantitative tests .. 
This highe:r correlation. io probably, i.r1 pat'tt due·. to the fa.et that most. 
co£ the. freshman CC>'Ui!$:@.S in the libe~aJ. .arts Jll'OgrantS d$pend more Upon 
language sbilitie~ than upon the abll:ltie.s invol.ved in quantitative think-
ing,. FPr the saie11tifi,c nnd tecm1ical cu.r.rieula. the qwmt.itative teets 
. ~ be mare signti'i~t. Those i.Jbo have become oonvineed o.f the m..m."'its 
tt.l psy:oho:log:tctl tests sometimes over-estimm.e tbe signif'icance of the 
\est -.ao~etl. While the scores do, show rcn.'tghq the :mental alertnr:r~ ot 
~blishoo by .Go.operative Test DiVision, Edueational Testing 
$en1e11t:., Prirweton,. Wew Jersey. 
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th& ~h., they ,should. not, be ·thQUih't ot as ,measuring ®pacijq ~ 
lreemmg wi-tb -~ .aceurQ$Y.· The tfflO'Jl'e:i a;re indiQatiVer 0£ tbe, men;t.al. 
~rt.neas <>f the at~ :aoA refl.¢-et .bis pre'd.o1.m ea.u.tion;, but 'thq 
~uui-. not, be ~ ~ $el':J.OUl'U$ .as to -exclude other ev:i.dQnce# -0£ in-
ti~Qce and t;a.1J:$t, in indindual ca$es-. GeueraJ.l;r, tbe best wieful-
J:tel.$ of· t.~ t~s .1$·. in .combination wlt.h ether evidt:r1.(ies ot· ability:. 
·.'· ', ... ,. . . ... ·.'.·' . . 6 
•~ ~~z:...4-J~ .;te.:>! ··tt.• Gen~'.'al ]i:e~~ · _· 4ee~ding .to it.$ 
liUthtllrfi1, :bhe ·Gulfwd...Z,~_ Test .of' Gene.ra.1 Reasoning is designed to 
me:,asure the .abiHty to di~ose p.ro,b~WG. They po:mt out that this· i.s 
e~_~ne ot several t.ype& of r-ee.ooning.· The reasoning test. is one G.f' 
,:i»:,P.:!.~: ... c•~-; _\.:::i.• ' ' , . " ' • • ., • 
sever;\, wts' in what :ts knoWl'l ;ae;··_ the GuiUord;....timnarman Apr,itl.lde Surv,q,. 
. . 
'the ~ WQB ~d m:th the conviction that, t.he aptitudes re-qu~ 
.for da:r.tng, ~ueeessfully tJr1e many kl.nd6 of tasks :m a e0111plex society ve· 
much- lUQre, 111»~:u:a .and varied. than has general:W been supposed.. Th.a 
auth~ aJJ .. o liel..ieve that aptitudet't of ·:individual@ can be aw.J.uat.ed. lllOSt. 
a.dequatelY> economically 1 and m.eaningi\11.ly l:iy using a &arias ot teat.a~ 
-aaeh of 1mch meas~es .a. mu.que Ability. The internal-cmwiateney re-,. 
liability oE the General R:easoniug Teat i~ .89 :with a standard er:t'Ocr of 
des~ed to -~ tbe .fciUowlng purpos~: (l) To predict probah1& we-
c:ess .in collage; (Z) te se.~tion :l.ncoming college or high echQo.l ,c.la.ss«t; 
-and (:'.,) to -Edd in the diagnos,:is, o::t: atudentsl di;fficul.ties.. The test 
·¢onS:,i$ts. ro'. tMo parts:, (l) At.est. .. of vocabulaey;, end {2) a ~est of 
.abU1t.y ~ read. and un.tier•ts.nd ~phfS. Studies indicate that t<W 
coll1age st:wlmts the t~ ~tm gene~ scbe:>lat~ euee.a about as 
''W'$ll. or better' th• the better int&l.ligSlCG teat$. The· mll.$bil:i ty ~ 
:~itient r~ the ieat is .... 91 With ·a S:tatldard erl.W of .oi .. 
. ·. The N~son-D~!UAY Reading 'fest was. used in this s~ui;q for the pr~ 
purposG 0;,f obtaining ,a. measure or ~ading eomprehensi~n. · 
. T~ Atn.eriQan. Council ~ Education Cool{!rativ~ Algebra r·est. e .· TM 
. ~i.c~ Council G~ Education co'ope~a.tive Algebra Test is designed to 
· measure achievement in: ~~tary .· alg~bra. t.firough quadraties.... The test 
i$ «>mpos~ og 6:J proble.taS covering the 1terJ1 eie.mentcary items a.a well a.s 
it,~ 0~ relat.ively more di!fieult nature that at"&, usuall;v ineluded in 
··. 13. higk school. algebra ooursa or· on~ year* s duration, The mathematics de-
p~t at. The Oklahoma. .Agri~t.ura.l and Meellanical College has• for 
many- yea:rs; ·-ed. this ieat to determine ·as well. as possible the }lX'O.pa" 
plaeammt .of students enrolling in their first eoJ+ege mathematics eoune. 
' . 
, !J:he purpose of this t.est,# .so tar .a.f;i. this $udJr was cone:~, was to 
measure the .aehievem.ent in algebra at the t• of ent~an.c~ into· college. 
Mathematics Baokeund 
$emeat~rs Ef Ma.thematics ComJ?l:eJ;ed. ~ Hish Sch?ol. The i."lcluaion 
0£ the number of .semester~ of mathematics completed in high school was . 
deemed valuable by the writer tor t1r.ro reasona: (1.) Interest. in the sub-
ject of rim.thematictiI may he revealed.., at least to some extent; by the 
quantity of mathematics taken, particular'ly if this quantity exceeda the 
m:inimwn requirement; and {2) Ability in mathematics ~ be somewhat. 
$Published by Cooperative 'l'~ Divisicui. Educational ~esting Serviea,-
Princaton, .New Jersey. 
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eiosel,w re.late4 to the eleetion ·b.Y st~t.s to take ·a caon&itl.erabl.e qlia?l-
t4~y °"f ma.'tbema.tc1cs.,,. for indi.vid:uals do· ncrt . ~~il,y. wnt.in-u:e long .in 
~. where they e&m0t do. £:airl;y well .. 
~~es Made!! H!l91 School. a1'l.d Colle&;!. lia.thematics~ The de.cisioa 
to use ~es made in high s.chool. ma.th~ties as an imiepende11t variable 
- . '.· . . . ' .. . . . 
iatter.eatls:td'ert~Uon)tad been given to tche probJ.~ o~ the raliability 0£ 
. these .~l'-a.d$$. · Mos.t. ~ucators. would . probabl.y agree that sehool 1ll1W:'ks ~ 
aotorioosly ~liable" whether th~. are . awarded . in high aooools or in 
,eoll,egea, · ii; large numb.er of .studies ha.v-e. been 11la€1.e .regarding hlte ba.$e.s 
on which flOhooJ.. grades are a,..iarded, and reoomnooda.tiona have been made 
!0.r proper pre.ct.ices. If educators would. follow the reco.m.m.enda'tions 0£, 
Ross in one such ~udy ,. school gr-ad.es might be more :veliabl.e: 
ln determ:iriing ~. !liark, 01.lly those· !actors should be eon-
:.lidet .. ed. which at'tord eviden~ of the dE.lgree to ~ich the 
pupil ba.'3 att.a.ined the objectives set up for that partic:1.r 
lar com::ea., 9 . . . 
It is true,. ·of cou:e~., that not all. eduoa.tora agree that. achievement o-t. 
the ob~,ectives 0£ the ®'Ul$e is the onl.3 £actor upon which grad~s should 
®pend,.. Some believe the.t. ei'.f.ovt, f.WiOunt ot im;pro~t in abilities 
and ·aldJl$_. dev.elopmen~ or e~,tain unders-t&id.ing$ apart. from achievement., 
an.ct ~ :other :ta.et.ors should inCLuen.ce . the grade awwed. R'P$-s has; 
thi.JJ .t'tlt'ther comment: 
lt 5:~e:taS too bad that the marks ree.$iv-ed by certa;tn indi-
viduals tar& conditioned more by the contours or the t'aee 
than by tµe contontG: or the head. ,. .. .. a:tudies have 
s.ho,wn. tl:m'li the pupil• s l'.1111.ndwr.iting,· conduct,,. lan~e 
ability,. sea.ting position in clas.s.\tl and ratings on suah 
persana.Ut.y trait.a ~e re:;pect .tor authority and cooper~ 
·tiv.enesS; ~e significant facto:rs in determining his msk~ 
-as trell ;tw.· the eon.dition of fatigue or bored.Qm the. teacher 
happen.a w 'be 1n ~ it is a.wa.rded •. lo 
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G.r~es ~ rro,t· completely satisfs.d.toey m.euure$ of success in e.o1.-
. . . 
'.lege: .j.n· genei~& n6.r .:in .any $pooif'ic .subject~ for' wc,eess seems t& connote 
much inore than achievement in a given :subject. F<lll' · studi~s like the 
present · one; a metil,S\lre of a. particular type Qf SUGCtl'SS .is desired. ln 
•. . . : ' . 
spite of the many critidi·sms "of grades., they are' still: used in most, high 
. . . . . . ' . ' . . 
school.$ and c.olleges !or the pllX'pose oi' i'eaording the. measure of aca,.. 
demie· s.uec.es,s in his, eurr-icu.lar · program on a ttudent•s transcript. 
t\falla,c,-e :maket a co1nment in th:ts cmnection · in · his st~ of the d.if-
.ferential. predictive value of the A".·c .. E. Ps.ychologica.l r:x.a.rn.ination: 
In reportirig previous stndie-s on tho predi-ctive va.lue of 
te$t reeu.lt.s so.me authors· ha~~ m ... guoo. that grades 11ere 
an unsat.istac-tory criterion of' · achievement · and have· sought 
to -use a dif.fererit ane,, su,ch as achievement test· scores .. 
However, ·· aeh.olastic suecess eontinues to · be judged 'en..; 
. . tirel;v on the ha.sis of grades 1 ond it u. the a.ccuraey ot 
t.he prediction of this type of suceess that the study is 
· designe.d to investiga.te: ... ll · - " 
The Oklalloma Am:icultw:'¥ and Mechanical Colle~e- Mathematics Grades .. 
the .following statement concerning grades given to students in mathe-
matics courses at 'li:he Oklahoma fl.gricultural and Mechanical .College was 
''''liiade"'by· Dr. Zant"' The statement should prove .nel.p.fu.l in· i,ntei•preting 
the :results of thi.s stuc.ty: 
This state:m.ent · is · based on opinion. md · conVietions ac-
quired over a long period of ye~~ in the teaching and 
acmdnistr.at1on of mathematics at· this ·college. Analyse~ 
o.f grades assigned by L'1dividua.l ·teachers mid of the 
total. grad.ea assigned to ma.thematics students dl.U:'"mg par,,. 
ticul.ar s~es.t~ or periods have be~ made. from time to 
tJnte. .Uthough these analyses .have ·not been made. eon-
$ist,ently or !Pr the same purpcise.s, their rea'Qlts have 
had th~ et.feet on the t>pWons here ~pressed., 
i. :Whenever · we have tabul.ated all ot the mathematics 
grades given bi{ the enti:t'e departrli.6nt in any one a~ster 
the distribution has been ftiasonably close to a normal 
on,e,. · Thil5 would p.robab:1¥ be tFu.e £or wy sen1ester since 
· the enrolJ.lne.nt is large, rrom 2000 to ,2750 indivldual. 
students t.akii.'i:g · courses in mathe:r,ra;tic.s,,. 
· 2~ Whm we look at indiT1tlual:.t$achers and . elaaaes th~ 
.. ·· 'llhi.~ c..l!iaraet.eriatic 1$,. tfi~ttr: varfub:ilit.y. This is .aJ.so 
· · · to be ms:pec-t:.ed since t,he:re · al"e required courses ·which 
~veey student in a particular· tnir.rioulu.m :must. take.,,, ther$ 
are tenrtlna.1 · c.ourses and graduate courses in 'Which t.he 
er.'U'Ollm.ents are small rod in which the students are highl,y 
selected. ' . 'l'here is alao some evidence that predominantly . 
lott grad.es are given to student;:s 1n some :seet1,.ons b~~e 
they are f:illedwith etudents·who are~ a curriculum. 
.for which they are not prapa.red .. :and for which they have 
no ability,· or both.. For .exampl.e j · a.ri entire cl.ass in 
Mathemati.es J.Q], Plane Goometl~ :> nlJJ:tt make at~mely low 
grades¥ :µt"obabq because th{;ly .a.re enrolled in the Divi-
sion .of l!.llc,~eering, for vJltlch ·t;he cours.e is required as 
a .no11-<eredit course.. Their ability or interest in &lY 
e~t of matli~ti~s is usually Ve:¥/'Y low .. 
3,.. tin ~..dnation of the dis'trlbtltion or grades given 
in indi vi:dual olasses indicates that few, if any, ot the 
ma.thematics staff a.aaign gr.aitaa. on the baats of the 
normal eurve o:r normal. dist~.ibution. Hot>rever, there is 
evJ..dence i:.ha:t,. the very existenee ot t-he :normal c~e or 
distribution does have· a definite effect on the teacher.3t 
gradeth, This ev.ldenee is highzy subjective and the 
opinion exp:esli~ .. is f]bje.ct to the same l:tmitation and 
~ ,not be JUSti.f.l.ed• 
The use or gad.es either a.a criteria 0£ per!ormance or as indepand.~ 
·ent variables :is a limitation m any study wnich attempts to .seelc out 
relationships such a.a 'thos-0 sought in this study. The limited reliability 
ot the gr~ will nee:essarily limit the reliability o.f aiw- relationships; 
obtained. HO\tever,, .many ~udies point out the value of grades :in both 
,.· 
high .school and college subjects in deter.mining such :relationships. 
The tendency .of students to com;pensa.te for differences in native 
ability by expending morE1 e!f'ort. in ·order to perform sat.i.$-fa.ctorily 
will tend to reduce the di£.ference that might.. otherwise oeeur in grades •. 
There is also. an important l:inrl.tation inherent :in sny study whieb 
attempts. to study relationships or forecast the probable suceess of an 
individual in a part.icul.ar course. Probabilities are based on the group 
. ,. ' ' . ' , 
in the sa.w.e way that actuarial predi·etions are made ~ the field of in-
surance.. · Some investigators argue th:at the individual case is lost in 
the group for which forecasts a.re made. This is not true in. eduea;tional. 
studies anw 1UOre than it is in insurance problems. 'l'he proba~ility 
that a student•·s grade will £all within a certain range .is just as valid 
a. prediction as to state that there is a certain probability that . a 
person will live to a specified age .. 
What must be kept in .mind., however.,, is that there is no way to tell 
whether a particu1ar student will fall in the successful or the unsuc-
cessful portion of the group. The proportion of the students who will 
fall in ea.ch group can be predicted with a high degree of aceuraey.. The 
individual etudent can ·then deter.mine his chsices of suoce.$s or failure 
end hence the risk 0£ enrolling in a specified sub.je.et .. 
Subjects included in this study forr11 another important l..:imitation. 
The cases included only students enroll.ad .in cal.culus at The Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Hechanical College during the £all_ semeste-r of' the 
.school yel!JX' 1953 ... 54.. In order to minimize this limitation t'W'O- othel' 
groups ot calculus students,. those enrolled in the fall,. of 1949 and those 
er..rolled .:in the fall of 1951, were com.pared with the present group on 
their mental ability as measured by the A. C. E.. Psychological. Ex.amina.-
tion and on their. performance in calculus. This was an attempt to 
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:establish thia fact that t.he Pf'$$ent;. group is_ typical o.f tho&e stmt«ita 
Y1le -~. :ln ·S. :matbsmat.1es program and· per$t through ea.'Le:ulus. 
_ tf;he ~:tu4v· iS further limitced; ·in ·-the choice ot the mathematies 
qo~s to represent the diti'ere11;t d,ezrees 0£ abstract thinking demand-.I. 
; . 
_ws e~sen· b~ause it is the ·£'1-nit coursein·whieh students contemplating 
~-.PTQ~ of' mathematics. are required to enroll. Students may -.enroll in 
1$1.ementar.r algebra 1ilit their own r,eqttest --or as. a remil.t . ot a low aeon on 
. ·, .. 
~he Conpo~atiVe: Algebra Tea~_. ·but f'o:r the uPSt part., these wlw continue 
.· . . . 
:fl&r'!f ·t~ :b1. oolleg,e'. mathematica «troll in college al.gebr:a· as their .f.us.t 
cw~. Calculus ·is the laa:t of 1r-1he.t are n~ eonsidered elemmtaq 
. . . 
ma.theme.tie(!; c0curses. Calcul.us is usually considered 'by mathematies 
teachers to require a eon$iderab-lY greater degree-of abstract thinking 
£-or sati.s-.facto:cy per£ormance than c.ollege algebra does. 
The ?lWllber o1· cases 1JJa1f constitute a slight limitation. - A total 
Qcf 160 cases was- included ±n the study .. · This many ea.see is uawuly (ron-
sidered .suffid.ent to give !a:lr-ly reliable resUlts:i pa.t>ticula.rly :if eom,,. 
J*:ed to other simila.r groups to determine ii the g:voups differ si_gnii'i-
cantly o;:, it they appear to be Scmlpl-cs draw from the. same population. 
7 
study and their correlation er relationship t.o academic success in 
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certain phaaes ot' the ma.thematics program.... Bruce, 1 .in a study conducted 
at the University of Washingten, repor't.s on the number of studies that 
have been conducted with prediction of academic success as the objective. 
Bruce quotes Angell, ~ !,!, on this point: 
Since the ea:rly tweµties well over llQ'OO studies. have been · 
made in an attempt better t,o understand and cope wi"th 
the problems of' uniJers~ty admissions apd .fai;l.ures. About 
ninety per cent of these studies used one variable ·aud 
oal.culated. zero order,coeffioiants of correlation to de-
termine evidence of predictive value of these variables • 
. , Approximately five per ·e,ent of the studies ·combined two 
variables and computed multiple coefficients of correla-
tion. Some inerease in the multiple coef.tieierrl; 0£ eor-
relat.ion was achieved by investigators using three ... 
'variable combina.tlohs but only some twenty of such studies 
have been completed, · About eight studies attempted four 
or more variabl'es· with .limited succes1;, but ra.:rel,y does 
anyone attempt as many as eight; independent variables as 
did fih~-:Afigell stuey.,· Currently a. study is contemplated 
in which twenty-su independent variables -will be com-
bined. The present study successfully handles the. r~la-
tively large number of' eleven independent variables. 
Recently, particularly since the development of applicable Inter-
national. Business Ma.chine techniques, a few investigations have been 
eondueted which utiliz.ed a large number of factors.. A good example o:f 
. . 
011e such study is that which was done at the United States Coast Guard 
Academy and reported by French,} The objective of the study was to 
identify .factors which were, in a large part,. responsible £or the vari-
ations in psychologi.cal test scores and grades in subject mat.ter., 
1 John William Bruae, !lThe Contribution of Eleven Variables to the 
Prognosis. o! Academic Success in Eight Areas at the University of . 
Washig.gton, u Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (Seattle, 1952), p. l.O. 
·2Melvin A. Angell, Richard c. Langton, George A. Meyer, and Maurie.e 
L. · Pett.it, ttAn E'Val:uation of General and Specific Admission Require-
. ments at the University of Washington, 11 Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation 
(Seat~le, 1950), p. 10. · 
· J ... W. French, et al., 11Factor Analysis and Achievement Entrance 
Tests and :tt;9~~,e Graciesat the u. S. Coast Guard AcadaJitV ," Educational 
Ps1chology;, XLiII (February, 1952), 65-80. 
. ~ . 
data., .aJ..o.ng with the 14 grade.Ii,! made by ea.ch cadet, were con1pileit., A 
!actor anal,Jr&is isolated nine fac..tors ;r>esponsible for the variatcion. 
The .four l!l.OSt importan:t f{;lctors. diseove;red,. in order of their importan.ce.t 
were mathemat,ieal ability' verbal. abilit,y, r~ading abiliw' . ~d spatial. 
. ability. 
'.fh~ follo~dng comment was made; about a most· f,afl~illating £actor which 
the author called trGrade Aptitudett: · 
There is also s.ome f:aotor which greatly af.f ects course 
grades, termed nGrade Aptitude,? 11 but, which is not measured 
by t~ actual or e.xperimenta.1. ,entrance tests used in 'this 
st~. This factor results fr0l11 the similarity of grades 
received by cadets in every subject. This .c-ould be some 
!act.or like intex-est or eti'ort, or eould arise from the 
present grading s:,rstcrn.. The de"vclopm.ent of test.s to 
measure this .factor 1.;10uld be desirable .4 · 
Studies Invol:YRYa College Entrance f.eguirement~ 
Ai the . prese..rrt. til:J.e,. as in the past, a number of eolleges require 
only the :presentation of evidence of gro.duat.ion from high school a,s. an. 
en.trance requirement. The a..ssUi11ption seG.llls to be that the course o:t 
atudy in high school leading to graduation automatically prepares the 
student t-0 enter college. 
D.1 speaking 0£ 11college-preparatoey coursen programs,. Seyfert r-e-
marks, HThe courses themselves ma;r be very mu.eh irorth11m.ile, but as true 
and valid preparation for college they a.re notorious for shooting rather 
. . . . 5 
wide of the mark. n Although this statement is recognized as being 
true, ·Seyfert, -like so many others, does not make reco.Il'llne.ndations for 
4rbid. , P• 71., 
5fa. C. Seyfert, noo You Recommend This Student For College?l1 
School. Review, LX (March, 1952),. 129-13.3~ 
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a. curriculum re"Vision to alleviate the situation which he re.eognizes .. 
Wolfenden, 6 Vice-Chancellor oi.' the University of Rea.ding, in writing 
along the same line 1. S8¥S :in regard to college entranae requirement$ 
that the first criterion must be a.cade.mic performance and prorni:se. He 
. . ' .. '. '. 
s~s further that the evid~ce. on wbich '.Ghis s~l~~ti~ h~. to be triad$ is 
:. . ' ' . 
riot very sa.tisf.9,c-tory and that there is still considerable ir:i.fonttation 
'' '' . ' ' ''.' ( '' ,. 
that the selectors mevitably lack.,·. 
· That this lack· of ini'orma.tim1 is · i'elt and reooghiz.ed by·· the· · ,colleges 
;i~ brought ou·t. in·this· oomment,:·l:r;t.CcWter: 
.·· The Colleges ·:t,hemaelves by· adop:t,irig such· e11.trance·t·equire-
:me11t1& . a.s the Scho1astic .Aptitw.:le rest have indicated that 
meeting the conventional unit roquil~i#,ment for ·college.· 
.f'aile to disel.oae sat,is!actorily the fitness o.i' many .stu-
dents .for college. 7 • ·. · . · ·. · · ·· · · · 
Dr. F. H. Bowles,8 Director. of the College Entrance Boa.rd., in a 
speech having to do tuth college a.di,;tls:Sio1is.,: delivered to the Fifteenth 
Etlucational. Confm·ence of the Educational tlecoi~ds Bureau, im:plied that 
within the ne.xt five years college et1trance requirements will change 
greatly, and. that many more .applicants li:iill be admitted w·J.thout specifi:e 
s:u.bject requirem.ent;s., ai1d emphasis in t,ests Will be placed increasingly 1 
not on what an applicant has llad but on how he us.ea information and 
materials. 
This forecast is of particular interest at the present -~ime,, since 
. this state.11.ent was made four years ago and. no marked change has been 
6 J. F. Wolf en den, uselection .for Universitie.s ~ tt Uni varsities 
Quarterly, VI (November,, 1951), 16-39. · · · · 
· · · 7M., H. Cart.er, t(Modero Secondary School Looks at College Admis-
liiion,Y College ~ University, Xl1TI (April,, 1951), 349-:.361. 
BF. H'" Bowles, ucrystal. Ball and College Admiss.ion,.n Mea.&ur$1Blt 
, and Evaluation ~ the µnprovement .2!: EduQa.tion,,, l~th Educational Con-
te::rence, New York, 1950,- pp. 8-lb. · 
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evident in entl'ance :requirements. The problem o:£ sel.ection and guid~ce 
into a £1-1d of end.~avorwhere at least some degree ot aca.d'emic success 
may be reasonably Gpected. seems to ~ no n:e~ to a. solution -than it 
was when this forecast WA$ ma.de .. 
'l'he ;3teering Connnitt-ee ot the Illinois Secondary School Curriciaum 
Program:, ·. a committee of secondary school and · college representatives 
U.'lder the chairmanship of D.r. ··na:tpJ:i i'T. Tyler ·or the Univel:"sity of Chicago, 
' ; 
made a thorough study of college admissions policies and came forth. with 
a numhe:r of reoomm.en.da.tione. An1011g . thes·e recomm.Gndations are .found the 
roUowing -stat.ement.s: 
~ • .. , it is recommend<ild that t.he eollege adopt a.dmi.ssions. 
poJ.i<4ies which do not specify the ccrurses the students are 
to take in high school., but speciiy the kinds 0£ compe-
tence to he required of entering students.. There has been 
¢en$ive research on t'he kinds of competence which are 
good predictors of college succes:3. The following five 
criteria. a.an be used by a college or university to provide 
the best prediction of the probable success of the student 
in college: l. Score on a scholastic aptit,ude test; 2. S-eore 
<Yn a. test of crit,ical reading; .3. Score on a test of vlt"iti.rlg 
skill; 4 .. Score on a simple mathematics test; 5. Evidence 
that the student has an intellectual interest and same ef-
;f'ective study habits as sho~in by his having taken at least 
two yea:rs of work in one field in high school in which his 
grades were better than average,. It is recommended that 
the foregoing crit~eria. be used for admission to general 
college work in plac:e of any other set of entrance requ.ire-
ment$~9 · 
For evidence that the concen1: about tha high mortality rate ot stu-
dents in institutions of higher lear-tling is well founded we have only 
to look around us,.. The record at the University of ·washington us reported 
by Blaok is typical: 
9steering C0::umiittee, Illinois Seeondary School Curriculum Program, 
~ew !}olle&e Admission Requirements Recommended> Bulletin Mo.. 9, C:ireu-
lax- Series A,. N:o. 51,, ~Spr;ingfiel~, Illin.ois.,.. February$ 1950),. p. 14,. 
It ea.em.a ~ questionablie,, waat..eful of human resources, 
.inefficient,, and costly for a university to determin,e the 
eligibility of students by admission requirements which 
admit 2868 students of whom 45% wi tbdraw .from the Univer,. 
.. sity be!ore the end of their 5ecdnd yoo:r: with record.a 
primar'il.y of len'l grad<'m~. few credits completed., and many 
ci•edits ttfailed,,11 umthdrawn.41 and Hi..il.Complete,.t1 (The 
perc:entage of s.tudents withd.rawlng with l'Sucll reoo:rds wore: 
'af.ter one .quarter~7.0l:fp; ~110 quart~rs-, .S5%; · three· qu.ar- · 
ters-16 .. 28%;. four qua.:rvt .. el",s-t> •. :C7%; five quarte.rs~7 .. Sl%-.. 
A t,otaJ.. of' 1295 of the 2868 freshmen i,..dthdrew before com-· 
pl.eting six quarters at the Univenity ef Wastdngton·. JlO 
This concern is not of lo.cal origin, nor ia it eonfinad to our 
,e,ountry. The British are disturbed. by this rela:tively good record .re-,;. 
. ported by Baker: 
In the Faculty of Science at Bri$tol SO per cent 0£ those 
entering the honors school were·allowed to continue.af:ter 
their first year, 2 to 3 per ·cent were reqi.,Ul'ed to leave 11 
and the rest were . directed. ·t;o ordinary degree courses or 
· made to repeat the yeart s work. ll . . 
Baker emphasized that lack of advice or wrong advice ia a crucial 
.. 
raetor in · student, failure by commenting that.,, 11 It did not matter so 
ntU:ah which university eandidatas went to; what they required 1ms advice 
on what eou:rs.es o!' · study to follo1,r. 1•12 
Studies Predict.in€,; Grades E Colle:fie Mathematics 
Barrett~. in a study of entering fresJ:>.ra.en at, Hunter College, report.s 
an the relationships oi scores on the A. C. E ... to grades in trigonOlll.6-
tcy,. college algebra, and analytic geometry: 
10Dona.ld B .. B1Ack.,11Prediction 0£ Academic Suc:e~s.s in the UuiveJ:>sit.y 
o! Washington~n Unpublished Dootoral Dissertation,- (Sea.t:tle,. 1951),. p. 81. 
llwillia.m. Bake-r,. nwho Should .Go to t,he University? Machinery et 
Scel.eoti.on Discussed,.1t Tim.ea J£ducation SU{!l,)len1en't> MCMXLI (December 21, 
1951)129~. · . 
. Io::a.d. > 984. 
'i'he quantitative ·a~ores obtained on the 1947 and 1948 
editions o! the ACE did not correlate sigi::ii.!ieantly 
b.etter.thmi the linguistic scores with grad$& in a.na,,. 
~ie geometry,_ e0cll.ege algebra, and trigonometry~ In 
£act in the ease of trigonometry, t-he quant.ita.tiv• 
sco:r.es correlated less well With grades than did lin-
guistic seores.13 · 
ll 
She conc1ud.ed that these data are· interpreted to mean that qoonti-
tat,ive scorers should not be used as ,/), difi.'eren.tial. predictor· or ~hieve-
ment in college ma.thematics cou.r·ses._ 
In a study conducted at the University of Washington by Na""mall 
and snotldy, the rela:t,ionship of five independent variables., high school 
average, reading comprehension., A. c .. E .. Q-aeo;re, A. C. E. L-sef}re, and 
read.ing aptitude,_ t.o ac.ad-emie success in the various subject .... matter -
areas was studied .. Be.cause 0£ the simil.a.rity of that study- to the pxoesent 
study., it tros considered of value to quote -e:r::tensively from the section. 
dealing with pr0diction of su.ecess in the over-all area ot mathe.m.a.tie11 
The $eventy.-n.me students in this atu-dy who had ta.ken 
mathematics courses earned an average grade point 0£ 
22.9 (2 •. 29) in that subject. The zero order corre.lation 
eoerfieients between University mathenat-ics end each of 
the predictive -criteria is shown :in Table XV (reproduc.ed 
in this study as Table I) • The highest correlation was 
bet:vieen university ma.thematics and t,he ,A •. C,., E-.: (Q) 
s-eore. This finding is not surprisin& as this is the 
quant;itative section of the A. C .-- E., tile ro.athematic-al 
part o! the test. The obtained coeflficient l'].5 • .3992 
yields a coof.ficient of .forecasting ei'.tio-iency E ~- ..-0835 
or S ,.35 percent better then ,chf1.nce, As this was the 
highest zero order cerreJ.ation of all the il1dependent 
variables with the criterion, it m~ be said that; none 
were high enough to be significant'.cy' predictive .of auc-
ees.s in tll'liversity mathema.t,ios • 
• • ... When partial coef'fi-eients of oo-:rrelation had 
been. compu.ted,., the highest coef£icdent was still that 
l.3:oo:rot.hy M. Barrett,. 11niff'erential Value of Q and L Scores on 
the A• C. E. Psychol.ogical E,.v...anunation .for Prediction Achievement :in 
College Ma:i;.hema.;;.ics,u /our-.aal 2£ ,Ps,.L:chology., XI.XIII (April,- 1952), 
20; .... 2.07. 
between A~ c. E. (Q) average· and univer$ity mathematics, 
though it had decre.a&ed .trom .3982 to .2403. The cOiifi'i-
cient. fol" reading apti:tude changed .from r 13 =. .1801. to a 
negative iVlJ,2456: -.0512~ _indicating thal. re~ speed 
and good general.. vocabulary &"'e by no m~ essential to 
suceeiis- in unive:r:sit,y mathematics. 
The multiple eoe.ffi~icn:t ot e~rrelation .11~.23i+56 : .4519 · . 
yields a coefficient o:r toree~ting of.ficiant,y E : .lO'lO, &,. increase over any single variabl.-e G.f .oas, or 2.J5 p.er· 
C."etlt better than .chance • • • ~ 
ThEi regre$.sion .. equation give~ ~e .predicted grade point · 
ill university mathematics multiplied by .ten. 'fhe, sigma 
error of the predicted. grade :ts 8.83 (~883}. This il.ldi-
catee that- i£ the un.ivernty grade point be predicted · 
ft"om .the five. variables· used i.."'1 · this study, su.ty-eight 
perca11t of the achiEflred grades would be tdthin • 8$3 grade 
points of the predicted grado · points .14 
l'llAD'f'W "I;* 
.,1...1w.~-J,. 
M:&I\NS' SIGMAS' AND IN'f'f~m.GORIIBLA.TiONS BErTrJEEN . 
. A~RA.qB IN UNIVERSITY }IATHfil1'lJi.TICS AWD THE 
H • .s. Av. 
Reading Apt. 
Rea.ding Comp. 
A. c .• E,. (Q) 
A. C. E .. (L) 
. FIVE PlfilDIC'l'IVE CIUTEIUA 
H. S.. Reading ·aead:Lng 
Aver§l,Se _ Apt .. Comp. 
.27 
.:33 
.1a 
A .. c .• E. 
Q 
.40 
.39 
.28 
•>:3 
A. c .. 
L 
' . 
• ZS 
.2, 
.62 
.52 
.57 
2.6o 42.68 51.l.3 ;2.71 56.57 
.53 7.00 6,.51 27.68 27.Jl;J 
E ... 
*From Ma.ster•s Thesis by W •. 5. N'ewhaJ..l and G. D. Snoddy; University Qf 
Washington, 1950, p .. SJ... (Coefficients of correlations have be.en 
rounded to two places. 
lJ.1,w,. S. Newhall arid C •. D. Snoddy, nThe Relation oi' Reading and 
Other Criteria to University 5uccess;n Unpublished Ma.$terl.e.i Thesis, 
(Seattle . ., l.9~0), PP• 00-10) .. 
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ShirJ.ey conducted a . study at The Oklahoma Agricultural. and Mech&ni ... 
cal Golleg$; in which an attempt was ma.de to deter.mine the. value o-.f eer-
ta.in p:la:eement. te~ts given to stud~nts entering th:e mathemat:1e:s program 
~t the, freshman level.. An at_t·empt -v.:as also· made to determine . the best 
tilne to give the tests: 
ill students who enrolled at the Oklahonw,.Ag:ricultural, 
and . Meelu.nical .College for th~ .fall. ·t em o-.f 194$ and who 
·. wer~ entering a school tib.ere .' m.athematic$ is requix'ed., 
· were re.quired i» · truce two mathentatios pla.eem.en:t. tests. 
· ·previous to enrolling •. They were:~he C.ooperative Algebra 
'fest,:; Revised Series Form S, and the Cooperative General 
Mathematic test, Revi:sed Series Form o,.. distributed by. 
the ·American Council on Edueation. The tests will here-
.a.ft~_ he known as T1 and ':f2 respeetively • 
• .. ..,,. Dur:ing the third week_ or school. the Cooperative. 
Algebra. Test, Revis-er Se:ries~.-Fori11 Ti_ hereat'ter 'knot-mas 
T3, was given .. • • • 5 . . . . . 
Sh5:rley sU1111Uariz.ed his ~indings as tollo'!tfflt 
l. In predic'ting m:athematic-s grad.as tor students 1:rlao 
enrolled in .El..enre.n:tary and Business Arithmet,ie, norie -of' 
the pla.eooient tests given a.re of any value. 
2~ In predicting grades fQ:r students who en.rolled .in 
Intermediate 1Ugebra, College Algebra., Trigonomet:ry, snd 
College Algebra-Trigonometry, eooh of t.he thre.::: · tesi:is is 
of value, altho1..1gh the ~ad.es for students enrolled :Lri 
Intermediate Algebra are not predicted aE;i weU by fJ1XY 
test as the grades of' students enrolled in. mo:1,"<~1, advai.1.eed 
courses. 
3 • In vlew of the f'a.et that Ti and T3 have higher cor-
relation coefficients and lm.rer s~anda.rd errors of esti-
mate and that T2 does not assist by predicting grades 
ab<:>ve that. which can be done by T1 and '.?.3, it seerl'!.S that 
T2 ean be omitted· with no loss of information. 
4. By observing the ws·i m..eane,· it ·.ma;v be not,i.eed that 
the students . who made higher scores on Ti· shmied a 
greater-gain in.knoWledge during the t>eview than those 
wa·[!lade the l.ml:er aoores. 
l5t,ra1ter Warren Shirley, HThe Use of Placement Tests in Freshma.'!l 
Mathematics,n Unpublished Mast.arts Report,. The Oklahoma Agricultut"a.l 
and Mechanical College, l-949, pp. 5-6. 
.5. Students who have had four semesters o! high. school 
algebra can l:le ex.peoted to handle College Algebra and 
need not be ~equired. to take the pl.a.cement tef!ts. 
6 ... Students \d10 ~ are quaJ.ii'ied t~ take Colleg .. e Algebra. 
a.re equally qualified to talce Trig9110.m~tey.l6 
H:arns.ah17 co~ed the value of high school grades in subjec:t-m.atter 
.areas \:dtb oeeperat-ive test aoores in the s~ area-a". · The _Cooperative 
.Gen.-a1 Mathematica Test seores were more closely ~eJ.atfxl to $ll;;Cee:s$ in 
eellege ·mathematics tha..n were high school grades m mathematics. '£his 
was also found to be true in other subjec,t areas. Hannah con'.oluded 
that his study ottered evidence to -refute the commonly held assumption 
that high .school grades are bet.tel'.' predictors· of college. success than 
are achievement tests .• 
Symonds, in a study of the achievement of hjgh school students in 
algebra in relation to their intelligence, concludes that., in general, 
a high rating in intelligenc.e means high achievema.11t. :in algebra and a. 
. . 
low rs.ting in int.elligeno·e means low performance in algebra .• 
Although this ;Study concerned high school s-tudents" there is no 
nason to helieve that these findings would not be equ.a.lzy- true for· col ... 
. lege algebra students. There is no- evidence in the .study., however, to 
support. such an inferenc-e,. Symonds makes this interesting eommenia 
Mathematicians plead tor .a compulsory first year high 
school eourse; mathematicians also plead fo.r a mainte-
nance of past standards. The tl'ro are ineompatible,. l! 
the v.a.J.ues of algebra are achieved only by those. who 
acquire: a certain ability, as the writer beliwes-, then 
an eleotiv,e course compar:a.bJ..e in its standards 0£ difi'i-
eult.y with the eourse of the past is the sol.u.tion. I£ 
it .i5 believ-ed. that certain veJ:ues- are important for au, 
16 · -
· - Ibid. 1 p. 45. 
l7Joseph v. Hannah, nA Comparison o.t' Cooperative Test Scores and 
High School. Gr.ades as. Hea.sures for .Predi.eting Achievement in College,u 
!e!,_ Journal. £! Am>,lied PsycholoQ:, X.till ( April., 1939) , 289-297. 
then different courses must be planned to accommodate 
individual differaYJ.ces and to allow all who can to profit 
by a more rigorous course. 
We favor raising the current passing standard. It is ab-
surd to allow pupils to take algebra for a year when the 
final result .is so meagre and the final ability sq low as 
at th0 present. Ii' this passing standard is raised, a m.ore 
thorough and substantial course could be given 1rdth 
greater value 't,o those taking it and less waste :for those 
now taking algebra. but not meeting this stand~d • . • • • 
A standard correspond.ing to an alpha score of 100 · (I.. Q. 
of .110) would. mean that approximately one half of the · 
secondary school population of the country could not come' 
up to this standard in a. yearrs ti.me • " .. By and large, 
high intelligence means high ability in algebra, and low 
intelligence means poor ability in aJ..gebra. · Of the twenty ... · 
two brig}rbest pupils ou·I;. of the 100., seventeen will be 
above. the .ta.vElrage in· algebra and of the twenty-t,wo stu-
pidest puvils, seventeen v;Jill be below the average in 
algebra .. 18 · · · 
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Newhall and Snoddy repor'C a study by Strig.ti.t dealing with the 
relation of Heading Comprehension to the solution of algebraic problems: 
A. high school li'reshm.an class;, seventy i..n number . , took 
n:.tnth grade algebra from Stright. He divided the class 
into two grcrups to which he refers as groups A a.11d B. 
The two groupa were evenly divided as to size. No par-
ticular factor influenced the. grouping oi; the class. 
Group A was used as the experimental group and Group B 
became the control group. At the begini.'Ling of the school 
year the Iowa Silent Heading ·rest~ Form A, was adm.:inis-
t,::,red to both groups. 'I'he results of this tmrt showed a 
difference of .92 between the mean scores of the two . 
groups in favor of Group B. 'l'his difference fell within 
the probable error of the test, and had,. therefore, little 
sit,1ificance. 
Stright had Group A for an activity hour once a week. 
During the first week this hour was . ~pent studying .~ 
Studentts Guide to E:fficient studz.l'i The st,udents were 
also given material on efficient study habits ta.l{en from 
courses in educational psychology-. This material vras 
18Perciva1 M. Symonds, "Special Disability in Algebra, 11 Columbia. 
Unty:,ersit;y Contributi9ns ~ Education, No. 1.32, (New· York, 1923), p. 70. 
I91uelJ.a Cole and ~TGssie Ma:t"J Ferguson, The Studerrt.1 s Guide to 
Efficient Study., (New York, 1935), p. 38. - · · -
taught as a subject in itself with class recitation.,. 
drill, and teats. The pupils were taught how to read 
:and how to study .20 
In January the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental. Ability was · 
a.dmmistered to both gy-oups. The r·esults favored Group 
A with a. di.ff erence of .42 between the meta:i scores.. · 
Littl.e significance could be attached tQ this difference 
as it was within the probable ·er:ror of the test.· The 
remedial el.ass was continued for Group A throughout the 
seeon;d .semester.. A.ii the end of t,he s~hool year a. battery 
of the tests wss given to both groupe. The r,e.suJ.ts of' 
the :EJX.perim.ent irere as i'ollows: 
1. The experimental group,. which received. the specif'ic 
training i."l reading, advanced from an average s.oore in 
reading comprehension of 77.08 to 107.86, an increase of 
3,Q. 78 J! whereas the control. group progressed from 78 to 
89 .,3, an increase of only ll.t,. In other iwrds the ex-· 
parim.e.P.tal group increased from a reading grade level of 
9,.5 to 11.8 whereas the control. group increased from a 
reading grade of 9.6 to only 10.6. The latt~r of' course.,. 
should be the normal .. developm.ertt as revealed by the Iowa 
SilEmt Reading Test. 
2. The average score on the cooperative Algebra Test 
made by the experimental group was 26.6) whe1~eas the mean 
score o! the control group was only 18. 76 • 
.;.. ·The difference between the mean scores on the total 
reading comprehension and the aJ.gebra tests were proved 
statistically to favor the experiment.al group 98 times 
in 1.00 among groups. similarly selected.21 
Str;i,ght stated the conclusions of his study as follows: 
First,. it is obvious that a def'J.nite rela,tion does exist 
be·tween a student" s ability to read with comprehension 
and his skill in solVing algebraic problems. The· Go--
operat,ive Algebra Test., Elementary Algebra Through Quad-
ratics, Form 1936, is eom.p;,sed largely ·Of statement prob-
lems. The expe1"':iraental group in this inve.etigation who 
received the special training in reading :made a. not.e:worthy 
gain over the,eontrol group in this test. 
Second., .a better knowledge of reading mechanics does in-
crease a student's reading comprehension •. 
20N~ and Snoddy, :212• eit., p. 21. 
21Isaac L. Stright, UThe Relation of Reading Gomprebension and 
Efficient Study Methods of Study t,o Skill in Solving Algebraic Prob-
lema,n Mathematics Teacher., xm (Decen.1be.r, 19,;lS),. )68-372. 
Third., this increase in reading comprehension does carry 
over into the student ts ability to solve algebraic prob-
lems .. 
Fourth,. word mea..11.ing should be stressed in the t~aehi.iig 
of algebra. · · · · 
In the tl.l'.'iter• s opinion a numb.er 0£ inferences· ean also 
be made as a result of· this inv(;)stigation. Firet, if 
this increase in reading comprehension oa.rrie$ ov~r to 
·a.i."'1 increase. in the student•·s ability to solve algebraic 
probl.ems, it W'Quld seem likely that it ~ould .also o~ 
over towar.d an.:increase·in the ability t.9.ma.ster other 
academic subjects.. Of' course, the· ex;p.erime:it, does not 
proveJhis inf~ce •. Further investigation ,is nec,~s-
sa;ry .•. 
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Bruce)?; after ·a r~ther .eoltlpJt>ellenlilve. review of correlation 
studiea~ sumil'l.cl.tized his findings regarding the correlation coe:Uioients 
between university mathematics average and various· standard teats. The 
summary is presented in Tabl.e I:£.. 
TABLE n* 
SUMMARY OF ZERO ORDER OORJ:IBUTION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN 
UNIVERSITY IV.!ATHE¥.LATICS AV.ER.AGE, AND. 
STANDAlIDIZED TESTS 
Investi... ·. Uum.bm" of 
&atOl" rta 
Lanie;a.rim 
Odell"fc* 
,Newhall 
aad Sno~** 
6 
4 
6 
2 
2 
2 
; 
..... 16-. .64 ,· 
-.10 • .41 
.09 ..... 74 
.19 
.~l 
.A;, 
.276 
.176 
.25S 
.116 
.217 
.. 191 
.234 
.377 
.421 
.242 
.40 
.2B 
.27 
.18 
.231' .25 
• 25, .)0 
.28, ,.44 
.• 43 .... .56 
Hedian 
t' Test 
.JO A.C.E • 
• 23 Mental test,s other than A.C.E,. 
.42 General Achievement teats 
Minnesota Spe~d of Reading 
Otis Quick Scoring Group 
(Algebra) 
Iowa Comprehension Tes\ 
A.C.E. (Q) 
A.C.E •. (1.) 
A.C .E. ('l') 
Cooperative English Vocabu-
. lary 
C·ooperative R.eading Compre-
hension 
Social studies Vocabulary 
Scim.ce Vocabulary 
Iowa Foreign Language 
Mathematics Placement 
Visualization 
A.G.E. (Q) 
A.C.E .. {L) 
Reading Comprehension 
Readil.11g Aptitude 
Cooperative General 
Achievement (English) 
Cooperative General Achieve-. 
:ment (Social Studies) 
Cooperative C-eneral Achieve-
ment (Natural. Science) 
Cooperative Gener&l .Achieve-
- ment (Mathematics) 
lfrom a Doctoral Disserta:t.ion.by John.William. Bruce, Universi.ty of 
Washington, l.952, P• 47. 
**see Bibliography, p. 85. 
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Kinll1e:r and Kin$e:z.24 studied 1244 students at Ohio St.ate University 
'Who took college algebra and subsequent, mathem.a.titla courses. students· 
were compared on performance on the Ohio Sta:te Psycho.logical. E.xamina-
tion and on grades made in mathematics courses. 
For the 326 persons 'Who finished the calculus course at Ohio State 
University which corresponds in content to the calculus course involved 
in the present study,. a correlation coefficient -of .• 13 was found bet.ween 
O. s. l?. E. scorl?S· .and grades in calculus., and a correlation of .1a was 
found between O. s. P. E •. scores and grades in colle~e algebra. The 
grades jp.. cQJ.lcge algebra. and 'the g~--a.des in ~alculus were relat;ed by a 
correlation coefficient, of .34; trigonometry and calculus grades, .47J 
and elementary · c81culus and calculus gl .. ades, ·• 45. 
The mean grade point for the 326 cases was 2.9 :in college. algebra 
and 2.4 in calcuJ.us. The standard deviation was .9 in eollege al..gebra. 
and l.1 in calculus. 
Wh.er.i all grades in courses prerequisite to c81culus and O. s. P. E. 
sco.re.s wei"e combined into a prediction team, a multiple correlation co-
effie.ient of .61 was obtained with a standard error of .OJ., 
Studie:3 in General PredictE!.!!, I,nclud:!,n& Mathematics 
In a number of studies ru1 at.tempt was made to predict academic sue-
cess in the total college program or in several areas, including mathe-
matics. Some of these studies used prediction factors comimn to the 
present study· and hence were of considerable interest. 
24John n. Kinzer and Lydia. Green Kinzer, np;re<.iicting Grades in 
Advanced College Hathematics, 11 !h£ Journal sf. Il:pplied Psychology,. 
XXXVII (June, 195J), 182-1$4. . 
Brown studi~d entering fre-sbmen at Lon.g Beach City College, Cali-
tol'ff!a.. The study compared $cores on the A. a. E. Pqellelogical Exami-
nation and. grades ma.de in what he eall.ed quantitative .subjects and 
,' 
linguistic subjects. 
Some pe1."tincint information from Bro'wn i s s-tudy .f'ol.lO'W'S: 
Sine.e counselors and admission officers. in collegee :mak• 
extensive use o.f tests to deeide 'the·aeademic tutu.re of 
many stude-ats., it is importo.nt 'that there should be regu-
lar evaluations o.f the measuring instrum.ents .in use.. Vel"3' 
little nublished evidmce. is available to indicate that 
the Q and 4 seores given by the A, C., E. have sufficient, 
validity to use as the ba.Si? for.differential predictions 
in the college field. A summar.v of the relationships be-
tween A.. C.. E. scores and g:t .. a.d.e. point averages .found by 
Brown is presented in Table III. 
A.a. E. 
SCO;re$ 
1. 
TABLE· Ill · · · 
CORRELATION Bffi\lF'...EN THE A.. C. E.. SCORES 
' ' AND GRADE POINT AVERAGES 
Grade Poi.l!lt Aver.ages 
Quantitative L?:P61P;stic TotalSubjeets 
•)3 .. l.$ .34 
.:,a .. 54 • .32 
.,JIJ .44 40 ... 
A second phase 0£ the problem was ·concerned with the 
answer to the individual student •-s ·. request for informa-
tion on the mee.ning of hie score :u.1 ·terms o.f' the possi-
bility of securing a satisfa.cto.cy grade point average in 
a. specil'ic course of .study .. 
Here the counselor deals 1dth the individual 1vho is 110 
longer a member of -the entire group for which the corre-
latione have been completed. It becomes necessary to 
have some knowledge of a critical. score below which it is 
unwise to &v.ggest the possibility 0£ suo.eessful tJOrk in 
the desired curricu1um.. Good counseling would seem. to 
make this approach desirable • 
• •. • the inadequacy of the Q-scora £or predicting the 
probabil11iy of· an individual .aehievi.t"'l.g a C average i.'i'l 
quantitative subjects is illustrated by the fact that, 
while 82% of tn.os:e raaking a Q-seore at the 80th · p... c. or 
higher , achieve at least a C average, so do 74% of those 
rating below the 20th p . c . 
In generaJ. there appears to be some basis for the c clu-
sion that as a roup the higher the scores the lower tha 
possibility of failing to maintain a C average but to set 
critical scores on which to advise an mdividual to enter 
or not to enter specific curricula. does not appear 
possible :in this studait body.25 
Carter and McGennis26 selected., at Western i!ichigan College of 
Education in 1949, the one hundred freshmen having the highest grade 
point aver age and the one hundred having the lowest average. The mean 
differences between these two groups were then com a.red on 46 factors 
in an effort to determine the effectiveness of each factor in differ-
entiating between the two groups. A summ.ary of the results of this 
study is presented in Table IV. It is interesting to note that the 
first fourteen factors differentiate at the .01 level of confidence. 
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25Hugh S. Brown, "Differential Prediction by the A. C. E. ," 
Journal of Educational Research., XLIV (October, 1950), U6-121. 
26Hom r L. J .Carter and Dorothy J . McGennis ., "Some Factors Which 
Differentiate College Freshmen Having Lowest and Highest Pomt - Hour -
Ratios," Journal of Educational esearch, XLVI (November, 1952), 219-
226 . -
TABLE IVl 
COMPARATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF CERTAIN SEJ.JiC'l'ED FACTORS 
AS PREDICTORS OF SUCCESS IN COLLEGE 
· Fact.or· 
l ... Point~hour-ra.tio ,(high sehool) ........ . 
2, Ohio State Psychological ~dnation . ,. .. . • 
)-. Test III (r-ea.ditlg) O.S.,P.E. • ........ , • •. 
4. Test II (grammar) O • .S.P ~E, • ~ • • • • • • • • 
5. Estimate of high school principal ...... .. 
~07 
2.7e · 
1.10 
1.-3.3 
.. 08 
16 .. 71 
l.6 •. 0; 
. l.5.05 
14.47 
l.3.14 
6. Test I (vocabulary) o.s.P.E. •.. .. .. • . .. . • • 
7 •. llumber 0£ books ·reported as read • .. • • • • • 
.74 
..32 
· 12.45, 
8 .. Terms of acceptance by college ......... . 
9. Re-..entranee for second semester · ~ ., • • • • • 
10 .. Number ot units failed in high school ...... 
ll. Number of periodicals reported as read • • • .. 
12. Definite vocational choice.:. ••• _.. •••• 
l.:l. Physical erluca.tion eurrieulum • • • • • • • • 
14. Ui1it.s o.r high sohool credit i?1 m.a.the:.matics • • 
.5.81 
4,.2,6 
4 •. 05. 
.23 
;.29 
J.8J 
.1.3 
6.67 15. Mother did not graduate i'rom high school .. • • 
16 .. Employed more than four hours per da;y 
· · . in school • • • • ... .. • • .•. • .. • • • .• • • • .l. 70 
17,, Graduation from el.ass A high school •. • • ... • • 6 .. 84 
18 .. Graduation !rom class G high school ...... ,, 6.16 
19. Mother attended college ,. ... .. • ~ ....... 5 .. 40 
20. Employed less than two_hours 
per day in college .• • .. • • .. • • .. • .. .. • 5 .. JI) 
21. Pre-professional curriculum • • • · • • • • • .. • 4. 57 
22. Residence in dormitory ............... 7.04 
23; Residence iil rooming house • • • ...... 6.2; 
24. Employed 2~4. hours per- day in college • • • • • 5. 6o 
l!5. Graduation from cl.ass B high sc.hool ......... 6.14 
26 .• Secondar.y education curriculum .......... 4.66 
27 •• Hours sttidied per day .senior year 
in high school .. • • .- .. .. • • .. • .. • • " • .14 
28. Father attended college • • • - • • ,. • • .. • • ·4.91 
,29.;9 Age -4· • G • • .. • • • ... • t- •. .. f.. 1' 4 -•. 1t • ,. 4 •. ,30 
.30, Two languages. spoken in home • • • • •. • • • • J.94 
31 ... Mother graduated from high school • • • .. • .. • 6.67 
:,2.. Father not a. high school graduate •. ,. .• • .. • • 7 .06 
33.. Residence in own home • • • • .. • • • • •. • ., • 4. 97 
34. .Father g1·aduated frOJll college .. ~ • • • • • 5.24 
35. Father graduated from high school • • • • • • • 5.59 
J6. No ~utside, employment in college ... ,. ...... 6.90 
'J7. Mothe:r graduated from oollege ........... 4.8.3 
:38. Number of ehildra:i :in famizy · • .. • .. • $ • .25 
- . 
. 6.61 
6.02 
4.9.3 
4.69 
4..39 
.· J.97 
3.j9** 
2 .. 69 1 
2.10** 
** 1.77-
1./15 
1.62** 
l..48 
1.0'.2 
'.,** 1.00 .. 
• 96 
.1?**: 
,.75 
.71 
.60 
,.57 
.4~. 
,..29 
.21 
.12 
-!This table taken .from article in Journal of Educational Hesaarch, · 
November,. 1952, · p. 223. 
* A utn value of 2. 63 .is aignifioant at the ~i leve.l. 
~-This factor is oharact,eristic ot poor students. 
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Sat21, 27 in a study of the Talationshi,P of eleven variables to aca-
demic per.tormanee at the University of Washington, reports a study o.r 
the relationship between i..ntell:igence and academe suceess whieh uses 
quite a different and interesting tecl'lnig:ue: 
Sa.ppenfcld2fl used a rather unique approach to deter.mine · 
· the relationship between intelligence and scholastic :per-
.forma;nce. · He firs-t derived what he termed the neffo:rt 
ind.exn (E. I.) by dividi.11g the high-school marks of each 
stu.d.oo.t by his intelligence score. He did this by .first. 
ella.nglng the E. I.-' s and int.elligenee scores :Ll'lto standard 
Ilcores. Next,. by .ec>.rrelating the intelligence scores of 
s't,udents within cert.a.in E.. I. rr.filges 'l1ith college grades 11 
he was able t.o arrive at. higher zero-order coefficients 
o.f correlation (.r). For st,udents in the. upper E •. L 
levels.,, he obtained .an r of .816 between intelligence and 
college perform.a.nee •.. I.~ other words,. students ,:dth high 
E. I •. :ts were found to achieve more closely t,o their 
measured aptitude for .scholastic v1ork. 
Huniber29 c~~duct'.ed a stu~v of the relationship of read:L.'1.g e.ffie:iency 
and aehieve-m.e;at at :the University of Minnesota in 1942. Subjects of 
the study were seniors in college and several major subtiect-.ma.t·~er fields 
were-studied.. The Humber study was of part.iculai" interest, here because 
reading was one of' tb,e .factors of the present study and.students well 
a.long in their major .field of mathematies were studied. The following 
.subjeet-m~tter areas were considered: Five Year Nursing, Three Year 
J'3'ursing, Science. Specialization in Agriculture, English Education, 
M.usic Edueation., S.ocial. Work, social Se.ience Education., and Science 
;Education.. Humber: lists, the following five ~on¢1uaions: 
27satZ,c .2£• cit., '.:tl-.32. 
28Bert R. Sappent,ld, n?rediction of College Scholarship for Groups 
Having Effort Indiees of Restricted Hangs, 11 Journal 2£. Applied Psz-
cholo~ XXVII (October, 1943), 448-450. 
~ af. J. Humber, 1tThe H:elationship Between Reading Ei'ficio-n.cy and 
Aeademic Success in ,Selected University Cu:rrieula,n Journal .of Educa-
tional P~chologz, LUIV (January, 1944), 17-26.. -
i. This study presen.ta eviden.ee which shows that the zero 
01~er correlations between honor-point .ratio and nieasured 
scholastic aptitude are not as high among Seniors as might 
be e:>tpected from knowledge of predict.io:1::1 studies in the 
Freshman year. 
2.. J,n all of t,he cm:•riculur.a groups., w'i·th the ey..ce:ption of 
Ui.eteties., a:t least one factor other than scholastic apti-
t1idc., such as certain reading test:. scores, are correlated 
au high or higher with H. P. H.. t,han is i,,. c •. E .. 
3 • Score:~ 011 the reading t,ests in this irwe:stigation 
a.re sho,;,m . to • 00 frequently .. relate~ to achievement. . i.11 th$.· 
hru11anities groups (Englisl})i:duca1;ion and mwic Education)., 
b:q.t,.;infrequently ·related 1:}9 •fl.chievem.ent :in those curricula 
on1i:;ha.siz:ing science IDE.ter:titl. 
,,..· ,' ,,-, . ' ' 
4. It is shown t9 be i.rripossible, for the Five-Year NU2"Sing 
and· Er1glish. Groups; to develop a 1;3igt1ificant regression, 
has . .:;d upon scholastic aptitude and. the scores on reading 
tests used in this :investigation, to predict honor-point 
ratio in the fields. · 
;. ·rhis study has certain practical. implications for 
reading clinicians opera:t.irig in situations eompa.ra.ble to 
the Uni'versity of Minnesota. In this s:tudy it becomes 
clear that ivhen a student at the Univers.ity of lUnnesota 
reaches the Senior year of a certain curriculum. he finds 
tha.t the difference between. an A and a C grade is less 
dependent upon scholastic aptitude -than upon other factors 
sueh a.s reading efi'icienc-y. This should not be taken to 
signify that intelligence it, less important than reading 
skill.a. I£ ·the senior yer.¥!' is attained the students 11-rlthin 
a ctirriculum a.re so homoge11eous with. reference to scholastic 
aptitude that other .factor$ such as reading efficiency may 
make the difference between high and low scholarship. In 
those cases where reading efficiency is apparently essential. 
for scholastic success, as this . study shows it to be in 
English J:;:;ducation and Husic Education, it~ seerns desirable 
that st,udents he eneouraged to develop the reading skills 
which have been de1uonstrated to be sigrtifica.ntly related 
to academic success in their majo:r field .. 
An attempt was made ~~ the chapter {l) to call a:tter1tion to the 
variov..s types of studies and the extensiveness of the work done in the 
area of' prediction of academic success in college., (2) to select and 
describe studies of college entrance requirements as related to high 
school background, entrence exarn:inations, achievement and placement 
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tests, (3) to summarize selected studies in prediction of college mathe-
matics grades, and (4) to summarize selected studies in prediction of 
·general. ac.ademic success in college, including the area of college 
mathematics . 
CHAPTER IV 
PR.ESENTATIOtI OF DATA .1\ND ANALYSIS ·OF RESULTS 
The purposes of this chapter are to (1) present evidence to show 
tha.t the present s.a.mplo was representative.,· (2) present the data. a.11d 
analyze the r·esults from the present sttld:y, (3) · present procedure for 
predic-t;ion o:t grades in 'calculus at this institution, and (4) present 
scatter diagrams as an a.id in a.riaJ.yzing correlat,ion data., 
~ Present Sample' ~ Others CoSPared 
A consitlerat,ion i'U1"1da.ruental to · any interpTetation or conclusions 
dram .from this study was whether or not. the subjects chosen were repre-
sent-a:t.i ve o! the population who enroll in a. program of ma.thematics and 
persist through c,aJ.culus at this :institution. 
Consequently., the students enrolled in calculus in the i'al.l of 1949 
and ::tn the fall o.f' 19.51 were chosen for comparison 'With the subjects 0£ 
the present study. It was thought best to choose groups 1mch repJ;'e-
sented a period of time at a considerable distance from the present but 
not :so far back as to include cla.s$eS which were largely ma.de up of 
veterans of World ·war II. 
Data oht.ained fur these t,,.'O grou:ps of calculus students included 
the gra.d&s made 'in caJ..culus., the Cl-score, the L-sco:re, and the total 
score on the A. C. E. Psychological Exam:mation, 
Data in Table V were presented to show the comparison between the 
1951 md 195.3 calculus groups on mean perform.ance in the A. C. E. Psycho-
logical Examination, variability, correlation between Q-acore and grade 
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TABLE Y 
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE OU A. C~ E. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EXAM11itA'l'IOli OF' l9,5l and.1953 CAWUIBS GROUP$, 
Year 
Stati:stics 
_ ~ ,l..9.2.l l9Sl 
·•'· •· .. ·• . .. . ... .......... 
•. if .• 
·ii" ... •. _..- -·· .• 
Standard ~ation • • .. ., • ~- .. .. .• .. . !O-. 9.3 18 .• 66 
r for Q•seoe.e .and. cal.eulue grade .. 
Corresponding Fisher'• s z....function 
~ for L-seore and ea:Leulus grade •• 
Correaponding Fisher'' s z..,.f'uuc-ti,on 
. .. 
. •· 
.10 
.··. ·:g-Uitferences· not 'significant al', the ~Ol level of c01:iticiemie., 
.33* 
l..43* 
In Table VI the same comparisons ·we:ra- marl.,o. between 1.9l1,9 and 1953 
ealeuius groups. 
TABIJ.i: VI 
COMl?JUUSON OF Pl":;nF0ill1JiNCE ON J-1. Ow :G. PSYCHOLOGICAL 
~JI~.ATION OF 191.1-9 and l.953 CALCULUS GROUPS 
Nur..iber ... .• .. • .. ... • co· .. .. 
.. . .. * • ·• • .. ., •. 
St.an-de.rd Deviation ...... 
r for Q-score and Calcultl.$ Grade • 
Corresponding Fisher* s z-fu .. 'xetion 
r f'or L-se-f>re and Calculus Grade .. 
.. .. 
• • 
•· . 
Corresponding Fisher's z-function ... 
Year 
1949 l.9~; 
. 214 .J.60 
lQi •. 41 m .. oo 
19 .. s, lJ1.o-66 
.17 .1.6 
,.17 .16 
.09 ,.10 
..09 .10 
t value 
.s,* 
.82* 
.10* 
-' · . 
· 1ppropriate fol".lllUlasl were used to eomp1.1te the reliab:ili:t,y .o;t tha 
d.ill•rence .in mean perfo.rinance, v~ie.bill'ty, and corr.elations,. 
!Io dif.f~ooces in ej:ther o.f the gr,oups weiqe fow.d to be signifi..;.. 
;c:ant at either the; .• 01 01 ... the .05' level o-:t con!'iden&e:ij ·. 
The.$~ res.ul.ts :· furnish .. strong evidenc~ th.at the sample~ ·w-&re dirawn 
trom the sa1n.e populati.<m ·a.nd. ·t.hat the 195~ group is representative CJ£ 
that po.pulation 'fllfhicli en.:t"Olle· in a matheraq:oics ·p:ro~anl. at this institn-
The Intercorrelati:on :Matr,hc 
- .. ·,. ' 
After ·the data on the .s'7b~~ts ~£ .thi~ ~t~ ~er:e _obtained as dis-
cussed in Chapter J.l, the next. atep in t}:10 procedure was to have these 
datapunchf;fi ,pn. lntemat.ional.BU$in~ssMaehme cards,.aait was contem-
plat~d that· r.Jl· calcu.J..ation.s 1dlich wotud lend themselves readily to 
ln:bsl'nat:tonai Bus.mess Machine procedures l'muld be ha.ndJ.ed in thi$ manner. 
The decision to use Int:ernati:anal Bu.tdness Machine pro.oe.dure.s t-r.:'l& hued 
en the premise :that the calculations could be ma.de mueh more :rap.idly ·and 
that than· wct!ld be no doubt about their aeeuracy:. · The amount of' eom,puta-. 
tional work, il 11.Wl'luaily computed,, would make a study cif this na.t~, 
PNhihitJ.ve .• 
~sic to all future calculations &ld. compa-riacns in the stuey was 
. , ., 
the :ixlt0.ra-00:i:-.rehtion matr.:u::. The first step in obtaining this intercor ... 
~elation matrix was to compute (hy I. B. M.) the Strllll'iW.tions, the summa.-
• ,, • f ,, ~ .; . • 
tione of the sciua.re.s, and:. ~~ &l.11'.liiilati~s ot: ~e c:ros:s . products for each 
0£ th1;1 :tact.ors invoJ.vi;;d in ·the stu<\V•: .Util~ing .th:~ information~ .~en,: 
orde:r· corre1at,ions were com.putea.2 betireen all faetors involved in the 
· st:uey.-,. All ma.chine and manual ,ealeula"l::,ions were made twiee. The inter""' 
<:ol!W$l.ation data .are· prese.n.te.d in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
BASIC INTERCORRELATION TABLE DERIVED F'tlOM DATA ON 
THE 195.S CALCUWS GROUP 
Factors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 
Means •• • • • . . . • • 6.02 3. 08 47. 26 63.74 35 .24 82.84 l4.64 2. 62 2.09 
Sigmas 1. 66 .61 7.92 12.72 10 .37 24.06 5. 02 0.89 1.16 
1 . Sem. of H. s . M. • ••• 
2 . G. P. A. H. S,. M ••• • • 
J. A. C. E. Q-score • • • • 
4. A. C. E. L-score •••• 
5. Cooperative Algebra Score 
6. Reading Score • • • . . . 
7. Reason:L~g Test ••• 
8. Grade in College Algebra 
9. G. P. in Calculus •• • • 
*significant· at 5% level of confidence. 
**significant at 1% level of confidence . 
.24-iH, .18* 
. 11 .32** 
.31** .19* .21** 
. 61i:-i:· .ipt* 
.26** 
.05 .05 -.06 .0.3 
. 23** .21** .28** . ll 
.43** .38** .3~ .16* 
.74** .25** .29** . 10 
.16* .21"* .16* .02 
.19* . 23H- . 10 
.23** .02 
,34** 
to 
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Analys~~ of Correlation J)ata 
A corr0lation of .203 '1:-ras sig;nifioant at, the ~Ol level. 0£ conf'i-
-denee., and a cor:relatiori of .157 was signific£11t at the .o; level. £qr 
the ntm'lber' · of· cases oonsid.ered :ix1 this study,. In the intercorrelation 
table,. irnrolving 36 eorrelations, 20 were significant .at, the .01 level., 
and 6 were signif':lcmnt at t{ie .05 lovel of confidei:1c0. Ten co.rxclations 
1:1ere not su.i'fieiently large to be significcmt at the .05 level· of confi .... 
denee. The ma..jority of the ·i11tercoa.~relatione bet·il.reen the independent 
f.aetors wore about i.1hat would ho e:x:peeted. It was of partit:1.t'tar vatu.e 
to note that the correlation betweeri · the A. G. JI. 1 ... scores and the read-
ing test scores 1,s.s • 1 li,... The relatively high correlation i.'1dicated that 
these two tests measured essentiall;f the same thing. Henoe.J. if one of 
~ these tests was used as a predic:tor, the otb.-e..:r would add ver:y little to 
th$ a.ceU!'aey of the pred.ieti0n. 'l'he. cor1,~elation between th0 A. G. Eoo 
t-seo1-es a.nd the J.L. C • 11. Q-sco1•es uf.clB • 61. There was some question as 
to the valtte of using both of thIJS0 i'ac·tors as. predictors, 
The number of t'{e.m.est..ers ot high school m.a.them.atics Gompleted .and 
the seo;i:-es on the reason:ing test had a correlat,ion coefficient of .o.; 
'Which represented V'eey little relationship. On 'the ha.sis of this study 
it appeared that the ability to reason ma.t;he-:m:atically was. not one of 
the outcoraea of t,aking a large quantity of nw..thematics. in high school. 
Tl:1ree, raajor questions weJ?e posed in Ghapt,e:r I: (1) 'tJhat was the 
ralaticmtship between. each of the factors and success in college algeb:i.--a? 
(2) Wha'c, was the relations.hip bet,1.creen 0ach of the factors 8.tld success 
in cala1..rlus? (3) Hhat was the co:mparison of t.hese relationships? .In 
order to show these relationship~ more clearly the information wao pre,... 
sented separately in Table VIII. Data in Table VIII indicates that all 
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o! the .faator*',,, except the numbel" of ,s.emester.s o.f high school ma.thematie$, 
complete4,. w<:n?e signif'.i.ca.n:tly rela;l,;ed to the grades ma.de in college algebra .. 
TAB!:.E . VIII .. 
COH .. 11EI.,ATION BE'l'tf.BEN EACH F.ACTOR · A~ID GRADES: IN· 
. . COI.J..EGE l'J.,GEBRA AfJD CALCULUS . 
· • · Cprr~lation BetwoGn Grade In 
Se:m. .. H. s~ p ~·.t.· ... .... 
·• • • • 
,.q.• . .. • 
(h, P. A. i.."l H~ s. ~I .. .. 
·• • ·• ·* • 
A. c. E. Q-Score .. • .. . . "' • • 
A .. c. E. 1~.score 
" 
.. • • .• ·•· 
"' 
.. 
Cooperative Algebra. Test. Score • 
Reading Test Score . .., . . . . ... 
Reasoning Teat 
Or.a.de in College Algebra 
*si&11i.ficaut at the .of level~ . 
**S.igui:t'icant at the .01. level,. 
• • 
.. College Algebra . Cal.et~tiri 
Jil'ld Each factor, And 'Jiach F~. 
"'; 06' ' 
-.. · 
.• Ja** 
.29** 
.11 
..10 
.02 
.10 
.02 
'lJ.ff." 
·•·J# 
FaGrtor$ f:i,gnificant .at the .Ol level of confidence and theil" correlation. 
coefficients were: A. c.. E •. Q,,-score, .JS; A. C. K. Irscore, .. 2,.9; grad'l 
point, average in ttigh school mthemat.ics, .28; scores on the i•ea$0n:lng 
t.est,., •. 23; and scores an thG reading test, .23.. The correl.a.tion ooef'.:Ci-
cient ·befareen the Cooperative Algebra Te.st scores and grades .in college: 
algebra, was .16 which was signifie~t at tbe · .05 level of· c.ontidenee. 
'lhe results 0£ the Cooperative Algebra •rest are used for the purpose ot 
'placing ma.thematic:s' students in their first. algebra eourses at this in• 
stitution .. 
The coefi'ici.ent of' correlation· bet,w:ee:n the nm,'1.ber of semeste:r:3' of 
high school mathematics co:mplet,ed and grade:;, in college algeora uaa -.06 •. 
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Although this 'Was ,a very small ooeffioient of correlation, ;it '.'Ja.S or 
considerable interest that it, ·was negative.. For the students of this 
study, it was evident that the quarrcity of mathernatics completed :L.1 
high school had very little to do with the quality of work done in c·ol:""' 
lege algebra. 11his was in dii~ect contrast to one of the conclusions 
reached by Shirle~ in which he stated that,, iist.udents who have had four 
semesters of· high school algebra can be expected. to handle college alge-
bra and need not be required to taJ.,;:e i~he placement tests.a 
'l'here are, J101'l;<3ver, .several studies which lend support to the re-
, . 
sults of the present study in this respect. Seyfert,'+ in spealdng o.f 
coJlegc-preparatory courses, said, 1'The courses themselves rna.y be very 
much 1iro:t·thwhile., but as t.rue and valid preparation i'or college they a.re 
notorious for shooting rather wide of their mark. n Carter.5 :ee:rri.arked 
that, H}foeting the conventional unit requirement for college fails to 
disclose satisfactorily the fitness of niariy studal'.lts fo.r college.n 
In i~egard to the second question concerning relationship between 
the factors avid grades in calculus, it 1'faS found that the coefficient 
of correlation between A. C. E. Q-scorcs and grades in calculus was .16. 
This correlation was sig,.uficant at; the .05 level of confida:1ce. Grades 
in college algebra and grades i.11. calculus were related by a coefficient 
of co1~relation of .34 which was significant. at the .01. level of confi-
dence. This 1ms an especiulzy i..'1.tcresting 1.~osult as .31+ was also the 
coefficient of correlation between college algebra grades and calculus 
grades obtained by Kinzer and Kinzer6 at Ohio State University. '!'hey 
lshirley, 212· ill•, p. 45. 
4seyfert, 212• cit., p. J.?9. 
5carter, .2E• cit., p. 349. 
6Kinzer and Kinzer, £12• cit., p. lB.3. 
' l.ogieal ~ion scores and grades in cat.oulus compared to the .16 
~l':elatio.n ~tween Q,.,s:eor.es and gt"ades in caleulus in the present stud'y .. 
There i1S some auppo;-t fre.rit other inve;stigatora £0:r 1:J1e bf;lil&i: ·tJmt 
' . 
such 003."~la.tiop.s :rni.ght. be ~cted .. to. be ;I.ow. 9i1e pf, the ®:nel.uding 
s~emep.t~ ma.de by Uum.be1t7 was: 
This at~ present~ evidence 1-:tllich sh.ovm that the zero 
· · 9rder co:i:Telations betweer1 llonor..-point ratio arul n:ma.sµr«l , 
· schol..aa.tic .aptitude are not a$ high mn.ong Seniors: as. · · 
Jllight be: expected !r:om knm:tledge at the · p!'ediction 
stu;diea in the . Fresmnan yea;r •. · 
This· remark was made cone.e-rning. over,,.all avera.go in. subje.et-matter fields, 
not .in specifie subjects .•.. 
In nn-sw:er to the third question ooneeming tha oorrg;,ar-ison of the 
reJ.at.ionsbips ·between each factor and. grades in college algeb~a and grades 
in calculus, it ~ be said that all !actors expept O..l'le, same.ste..~ of 
high -school. matheitiaties eomp-1.eted, were ~e clos-ely :,,elated to grades. 
in college algebra th-an to grades in. ~cul.us. fu regard W 5 emei:rter$. 
of h.:i.gtl s-0chool. 'l'Il.athematics completed., t.he oo,;r:reJ.ation so nearly ap-
pt"Oacheli. eero that a. c.ompariaon was-· not feasible. 
A po.ssibl.a explanation for these J;.ow e.orrelations is :t.h:at the S:ub-
ject,s of the stuctv · form .a more horuogen-eGu.s group than,. .t-:o.r example:,. a 
group- of college fraal'mwn. Considerable natural. s,eleetion took pls.ee 
between th:e time of enroll.men'c. :ui e.ollege algebra. -and eirollm.ent .in 
l-eading to the st;ud,y of calculus was represented in the sampl:e us.ed tor 
this- study.... It is a well knmm fact that the more h:omo.geneous the 
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the group., the snli3J.ler the coe:f'fici:ent.s of correlations 'l;,end to be. 
The relationship between the factors of this sti..'dy a..l"J.d s1.:.mcess in 
calculus, although indirect, malf be rm;i,ch. greater than tlte coeffioienta 
of correlation indicate. It may well be 'that success in caleulu.s de-
pends to a vei"'}f great e,ctent on successful pe:rforrriance in the sequence 
of courses ;prerequisite to calculus and that acadeiJrLc perfc:rm.a .. "lce in 
thes,e prerequisite courses is closely related to the factors considered 
in this study. A very interesting and profitable study t,rouJ.d be to com ... 
pare the relationship between acaden1ic success in each of the· courses 
in the sequence and the prerequisite cui..u·se. 
!:r!_g;ictio!l of Gr~ades 2,n Q;~quJ:.us 
'l'he fourth major task was to combine the most. promising factors 
into a prediction team for grades in calculus. 
The best single. factor for prediction of grades in calculus was 
the grade $.'1 college algebra. Tho next best factor was the Q-;seore. 
These were t.he only t1'10 factors having a correlation vdt,h t,he Cl"itericn 
grade significant at either the .05 level or .01 level of confidence. 
Regression equations were i'on11.ulatod and standard errors of estir.1ate 
were calculated by the use of appropriate formula.s:8 (1) for prediet--
ing the calculus grade from grades made in college algebra. an:d (2) £or 
predict,ing t.he gi·ad.e in calculus rroni a combination of t,he fav0 factors,. 
grade in college algebra and Q-score. 
In order to demonstrate that factors not having a correlation with 
the criterion signifiea.""lt at the .05 la1rel of confidence would add little 
or nothing to the aeeura.cy or· the prediction, the gra.dec point average in 
high s-ehool mathematics~ which had the next highest correlation with 
crit:erion grades,. waa used in eombination with Q-seore and grade in col-
lege algebra. to form a third regression equation and. s·t..andard error o.£ 
est.ilrt.&te. · Appropri.ate formulas ·we.re chosen from Garrett.9 
Brief summaries of thes~ three predioti..on problems; £ollow: 
{X1} Ca.leUlus Cira.de 
M1: 2.09 
(12) College Algebra· Grade 
Ma_:; 2.62. 
Cf 1 = 1.16 <f 2 : .89 
rxl~ = • .34 
The regression equation in score form was fl : .z.., X2 + • 91,, from 
which the most pro,bable grade in .calculus couJ.d be predi.eted if the grade 
.in college algebra was known. The standard. error of estimate was 1.16 
grade points,. which meant that in two-thi.l"ds of the cases the actual 
· grade received in c-alcuJ..u.s at this institution -would .f'all within 1 .. 16 
points of the predicted grade. 
Using the Q-score in :eombi;iation: with grade in .college algebra. a$ 
predictors. 0£ grade.~ calculus., the following calculations trare neeeasary: 
Mi .• ,2.09 
61: 1.16 
(!£) Q-Score (X.3) College, Algebra score 
M2 :: 47.26 ]1., _ =· 2.62 
"2 = 7.92 u3 = .e, 
r13 : .34 . r2; : .3a 
r12.3 ~ .04 ~a:p,l..23 ; 1.08 
l')J.2 : .Jl £.E:(<'sil2.l) ·= 7.2]. 
r23.1 : .:35 ~~(~1.3.12 = 77 
Rl(23): .'J7 
bi.2 .. 3 : .006 f 1.,2.) : .04 
b1.3,.2 = .44 f ]J'!2 =t .:34 
9Ibid., pp. 388-.395. 
The· multipl.e regreas.ion equation in .sco~,e form wa.s 
!1 = .006 'X;a +t41+ X.3 +·.66,, and the standard error of eatimate was 1 .• 08, 
meaning that it: the Q-seore and ·hhe college algebra grade were kno:wn the 
,ealoulus g:cade could be predicted in at least twq .... t~s. of the e&-3e& 
within L,OS grad;e points of tbe actual grade. ree~ived at the institution. 
' ' 
'fhe st~ en"'or ot· · estimate £or the. second equation. was .OS less. 
than for the fh'st.. This was enough improvement to make it desirable to 
use the second equation. 
The beta weights provided a measure ot' the ~omparat.ive .importance 
or the independent; £actors in predict.ing the criterion grade,. Thus, a 
beta. weight of -.34 for col.lege algebra. grade was -al.mo-st nine times as 
important as the beta. w:eight o.f .04 £or Q-score. 
The addition of the factor,, · grade po.int average in high sehool mathe-
matics, made very little difference in the ~curacy of the predict.ion as 
illustrated in. the following summary: 
(X1) Calculus (X2,} Q-Sce:re (X::3} Col. Alg. · (X4) G.P .A. in H.S .. M. 
l\ :;: 2.09 )l;z :: 47.26 ·~ = 2.62 1:14 = ).:08 
l ~L 79~ '6. ~ ~.4·_.--· .•. 61' u1 :. • ..i..u "2 :, • :,1;. u 3 =· ,.ai, 
l'.;i.2 .: .,16 r2.s = • .38 r.34 : .28 
l'J..3 = .J4 r24 = • .31 I'l.4 :: .ll 
rl2.) :: .04 · r1.3.2 z- .Jl 
11.4,.j z .02 114.2 = .o6 
r24-• .3 :: .• 23 r.34.2 = .19 
ru..:,,~ :: .04 r13.24 = . .31 X'J.4.2:l = .01 
Rl.{234) : .J7 
<r 1.234 = 1.os 
u .3-.12l;. = • 76 
°12-.34 : .Ol b13.24 : .44 
. -~ l2.J4 : .04 '/ lJ.24 ~' .34 
"2 .. 134 =- 7 .05 
Cf 4.12.3 :#- .57 
b ' l}+.23 = .02 
p14.23 = .01 _ 
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The multiple regression equation :involving these t.hree inc:lependent 
·~1a.bl.es was: ~ •· .006 .li -+•44 .X, .... 02 X4, -,..60~ Wha ,&tan~ err9r e;.t 
est.imate ·was 1.oa, repre$.ent::ing no improvement over the prediction ob-
~ain.ed by the u:se of t.he two independent f a.ctors, Q-.aeore and grad,e in 
! . . ' ' ' • 
. . 
' ·college algebra. 'l'here :was no inwa;-ovemen,t in th<.3 lnU.ltiple R. The beta 
weight~. £or Q-at~ore and college algebra rema.inoo the sa.'lie ~ ~·04 .md .:,.4 
,, . 
:l"espectiveJ;y:. 'l'he· beta weight ,::tor ,grad~ poin.t average :i.l.1. high ac~ool 
ms.tbemati(l;$ was , .01... indicating. tha.t t,hls fa$tor acco1,.~ed f<n"' only a 
!e17 s:ina:.t;L. portion of the .variance in calculus . grades. 
ln view oi; the above an.al.ysis it wou.1..d ~ppear that the regression. 
~quation. involv~ t.he Q~eor~ ~d. colle.ge. · algebrq. · grad~ . is most desir-· 
' . . . . 
abl~ for p.redict:L'l'lg the most, ~babl.e grade, that' a student will make in 
.cal.cw.us. 
~ediction ot: Grades in Calculus 
---·-· ---- . ~ . 
Tab-le IX, which can be used for predicting ,calculus grades., was 
C011$'iiruci;ed., wing this equation, i1 = .006 X2 +.44 X.3 +.66,. in whiuh Xi 
:,represents grade pre.dieted for ca.1.cuJ;us., x.2 represents Q-score, and X.3 
re.presents grade in college algebra. 
To use this table for predicting the most probable grade in 0:a.1.ou~ 
lus,. loc4te the·grade point directzy below the student•s grade point in 
college .algebra and directly to the right of his Q-score., and round the 
obtained grade point to the nearest whole number. T:ra."'l:smute the ob-
if 
tained letter grade to the corresponding letter grade. For example,,. if 
/' 
a student·• s Q-score was 53 and his college algebra. grade point waa 2., 
locate 1.87 in the .50-59 row directly under the heading 2. Round J. •. $7 to 
2., and transmute to the letter· grade ucn.,,. In approxi,rna.tely two-thirde, of 
the cases a studentts actual grade received will probably fall within one 
g_rade point of the predicted.grade (standard error of eatimate was 1.08). 
g..-seere 
80-S<t 
70-79 
60-.69 
50-59 
40-/+'i 
30.-39 
20-29 
l0-19 
0.,..9 
TABLE IX 
PREDICTED GRADE POL'\JT IN CALCULUS BASED OM 
Q-SCORE Al:lD GRADE IN COLLEGE. ALGEBRA 
Grade Point in College Algebra. 
0 l 2 i .} 
1.17 1.61. .2 .. 05· 2.49 
l..ll 1.55 l .. 99 2 .• 4; 
1.05 1.4-9 1.93 2:n I 
.99 1.i., l..,87 2 • .3,l 
.,93 1.37 l.Sl. 2.2; 
.s7 1.,1 1.75 2.19 
.81 l .. 25 1,.69 2.1:, 
.75 1.19 1.63 2.07 
.69 1 .. 1.3 1.57 2 .• 01 
4 
2 •. 93 
2.87 
2.s1 
2.75 
2.69 
2 .• 63 
2.,1 
2.51 
2.45 
In· many ins.ta.noes the counselor or teacher may wish to Iu1ow only 
whether a student is most likely to do average,. high quality, or unsatis'-
i'a.otory 1'.0l.,k in ea.J.culus. 
For a very quick and convenient prediction of :the grade category in 
which a student I s work will most likely fa.JJ.,., reference may be made to 
the :irediction chart in Figure 1. The uc it category represents aver.age 
per.formanee, .the HDfH category represents unsatisfactory performance,. 
and the uA,Bn category represents higb quaJ.ity :perfor:rna.nce. 
To use this chart for predicting the mo.at probabl,e grade category 
. in calculus, locate the point. directly above the student's grade point 
in college algebra and directly to 'the right of his. Q-se,ore.. For exampl.e, 
if a. student•s Q-score was JO and his grade pomt in college algebra was 
3:, -the point directly above J and directly opposite :,o £alls in the tt(:;tt 
~~.~ 
~!it~ ~ ~ QQ!~tiun ot ·bi,'do, tlh~ W&"O ~ w. ~ 
:~~ice. ~t'.a:i X1 ·:: ,.006 ~ +.'41, +,.,~,i· tn. ~ it. ~- to 
~o a ~us" %. l"...}l?J'~ ~.~ ald X, ~~ts; ~ade ill 
<COll.a~ &\ii;;..~ 
l.OL 
' -~c• -· ,,__.__ .. , , 
L , it!. • 
Qo]J.~~ Offli:o ~jnft. 
'. ,a 
. j; 
lil I: 
. 30 
1~ 1.. ~tl-on c~ Far C;!'~ m ~. ~ 
Oi'J. Q~'.A:OJ."~ ·ind. Coll.fi.ge iugiilbn OrM9 
Thie vaa dme ~ substituting in tb~ 1~im ~-.1.s tar: ~ (a 
grade p;>irtt o.t 1..5 separ~ tJ:'.v, i•c:t~i b"Om. the oo,#•• at, this J..'lsUt.u-
was found to be .81, and substituting 1.,5 fo-r x1 and O for X2 in the 
equation, x3 became l-. 91. A line .\\IQS drawn between the pomt .81 to the 
right o.f a Q-score of 80 and the point 1.91 to the right o! a Q-score 
:Of O. 
The .line e-epa.rating the 111'\13" · categor-.r trom the nc.1, category was lo-
To ·test. the eff.ectiveness ·and accuracy of this cha:rt the grade eate-
gory. of each student in this ·study was predicted and compared with the 
aetual grade made in calculus. Ta'bie X is a. contingency table re pre~ 
senting the relationship bet.ween predicted and actual grade categories. 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED iu'\JD ACTUAL GRADE 
CATEGORIES LW CALCULUS 
Predicted Grade· 
Categp;q 
Total 
J)F 
(3.9) 
9 
(32.9) 
12 
(8.2} 
4 
45 
Actual Grade Categor'y 
C AB 
(4.9} (5 •. 2) 
li, l 
{40 • .3) (l!-3.l) 
43 42 
(l.O .. l) (10 ... 7) 
9 . 16. 
56 59 
Tot.al 
' 
l4 
lJ.7 
29 
160 
Independence values are represented. by figures. in parentheses; they 
give the number of people whom we should expect to find in the various 
categories in the absence of any real relationship. For example, it 
'.there were no association between predicted and aet.ual grade categories., 
we should expect to find, by chance, .3. 9 persons in the nopn predicted, 
rtl)ftt actual category,. There were 9 persons in the cat.egocy.. Other 
entries in the tahl.e have a similar.meaning. 
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To deter.mine the significance . o_f the relationship between prediet:ed 
. and actual. grade categories, , the coefficient of contingency was computed 
and the chi-square test of s.ignifieance was applied. Appropriate formu1as 
. . :LO 
were chosen !or these computations .. 
The contingency. eoe!ficient t~s .31~ arid the chi-square value Wa.8 
17. A chi·squa.re value of 13.28 is significant at the .Ol level of con-
fidence. It ma;v be concluded that no-t once :in one hundred t-imes would 
a chi ... square value or a contingency coefficient as large as those ob-
tained oecur it 'there were no :ai3;ci:oeiation between predicted md actual 
grade ca.t.egories .• 
RelationshiP! Revealed. l?l: Sca.tter&:anw 
The .final purpose of this chapter was to present seattergran1$ or 
two-way distribution tabl.es between grades received in calculus and .in 
algebra., and ea.ch .of the factors in an effort to make the data more use-
. . 
ful and :m.eaningtul. .. Data presented in the scattergrams ~eveal graphically 
and nUlllerically at a glance some very pertinent intormatio-n 't."3.ich prob-
ably woUld be overlooked ii' correlation data alone w~re sctudied .. Per-
centage~ 0£ etudents falling in certain categories regarding. performance 
on the ind~pendent factors in relation to grade received in calculus and 
in algebra we1\6 figured and should. prove helpful in interprefc,ing the: data. 
Qrade E,! CalculUS. and semest.ers E.f High S.chool r:Ia.thematics. Table 
XI wa.e prepared to display the relationship between semesters of high 
lOGarrett, op .. cit., pp. J68, 25l~. 
·-· ,..__,.. - . 
school mathernatics completed and grade in calculusj> 
RE1Ji:1'ION'SHlP BE'lWEEl'J SENES'i'ERS OP HIGH .$'.}HOOL l1A1l'l:ffiHli.TICS 
.14~D GRADE POIN'l' IN CALCULUS 
· Semcs:ters oi' Grar.lfi Po:Lrit · .i.11 Calculus 
.. __ Jk_ .~~· .. 11t..~·-· .__ $L-~.J~··· ~ . 4 
g 3 8 l,5 lO 6 
7 li, 3 3 9 1 
6 5 8 20 ~. 
s l 2 4 1 
4 6 3 ti, 6 0 
3 0 ":I· .,;, 2 0 l 
2 0 0 4 2 
1 0 0 0 0 
-------·---------------·~~--. 
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this .study Hho had four or more semasters of high school mathe1xraties, 87 
per cent passed c~11s and 13 per cent failed... On a probability has:is; 
tb.0 chance.s. were .s.bout 9 ir1 10 that, a stud~:t at t,his institu:i;,ion \mo had. 
7 in 10 of' rnakin.g a 11cu ox· bett,er in calculus arid ·the chances of mak:ing 
less than. a ncn were 3 in 10 if fol!l' or more ser.a.e$ters o.f high school 
mathematics w'0re completed. 'fhe ehaneee of ma.king a u1311 or better in 
ealculu.s w:era 4 in 10 and the chances of making an "Au were l in lO. 
It was also of int,eresj;,. to note "Qhat. only one person with less than !our 
sehqo.l :wathemat.ica ·.failed caJ.e-ultUJ,- -and two received a grade of ffD• .• 
.Due to the wnall number oi" students with lesa than tour $ente$t.&r.$. o-t high 
s.chool. mathematics ~olled in oa.l.oulus . .,. the:w figures p1."ob.abzy were note 
V$J;.'7 sigaifi.e&n"ti!· . 
Although a l.at"&e number o'i: semest-eJ;"S ot: high school mathemati,es: was 
ill no $"ena,e a. gua.railtee of sat.isfae~ocy peri'orman:e$ in calculus, there 
wa..s SQfile evide.nee h:ere to im'PPQ.rt. the· Werence that a studertt was more 
like.lg t,o make. a high gl"'ad.e in ca1oulus, &1 "A" or uBu, if he had eom-
pleted f"o.'Ql" or mo:.t~e seme.at,ers o,f high s.ehool. mat..h1Wtlati¢S.-
Grad• !t! Calculus and Grade Point Averge Ml-~ 5choo1 Mat,h~m.a.t:1<1S. 
Data were Fe$erl'ted m Table XII" t.o sh<lti"' the r$la.tionsb:i.p between grad:e 
point average · :m high .aehool ma;U1emaJ;iaa .and grade in calculus .. 
T!Bt.E XII 
RELATIOi"'JSHIP BffilEBN GRADE POim' AVERAGE IM HIGH SCHOOL 
MATHEMATICS ~~ GRADE POUiT 1N ClU.CtrLUS 
{l~ p. A. in Gr&i:le fQutt in Calculus 
U•. s. .. M. 0 l 2 3 
,., .... 4.:0 b 4 l! u 
,.o ,,-ii·· :;.49 9 8 29 20 
2.s .... 2 .. 99 2 e 9 l+ 
z.o 
-· 
a.ii., 2 4 2 2 
1.; 
-
1.99 0 l 2 2 
1 .. 0 
-· 
1 .. 49 Q l 2 Q 
~ 
6 
' a 
1 
0 
Q 
lt was. observed t.ha.t of those students in thU s-t.udy "Who ha.cl a 
grade point average of nc u or oott~r i11 high school mathematics,- 88 per 
•ent. passed. ealcul.u• and 12 per eent failed.1 ·wtrieh indi.ca-ted. that U a 
student entered th!$ inf;titut1on with ·all. average grade ot "'0» .Of! bett.-, 
;.n high sehaol mathematics rt his chances were about 9 in lO o;f pa&$ing 
roaJ,,~us ~tl l in lP of tailing1. The c~ees that a. student :v.ould :make 
. '4 t.i{).U: Pl' be.tr,,~:r in ea,101.W).$ wer() {,I.bout 7 in. 101! end th~ chane·es 0£ r-e-
. eei.ving 1e:es than a uca were about .3 i.11: 10. The cha;.nces e.£ making a ttjlff 
, ~ ' . .. ' 
~ bet:'c.er- 'm cal.cul.us were a.bout 4 in 10, and the chane~s o.f nwcjng .an 
.11 Alt were a little better ·than l in· lCJ. lt waa al.so · intere:st.ing to note 
that of those stude1nts having .a gr:adtl point average o! le$$ than ttcu in 
i1igh school mathmnat:ies ,. none ear.nad an ¥Jtu in e~ and only two 
~a.med ttBtt' 
.. 
Thia evidence ~uggestsd that th.er-a w Si$ only .a. very al.ight ehan.~ 
thatc a student a't this inl?titution would do work rJ! .. U.Atf or «.B» quality 
tn · ~cul.us wJ.:thout having achieved at lea.st a r,cn average in h:i,gh 
Gl"ade ia Calculus ar,i.d JJ.:*' Q• !• .9:-!-eore. Table WI 1i'f\$. prepared to 
.show the :relat!mship be.tween A. C .. E.. Q-seore and grade in cal.culus.. 0£ 
the students m this. stu,tr who made the mean. score or bett.er on the quan-
titative ,portion of t.he A. C. E. PS"Jehol.ogieal Exam:iJ1ation, it i<JU found 
that. ,91 P1i' c@nt received a :pasei..llg gr,ade in calculus and 9 per cent re-
ee.ived. a failing gr-e. Speaking in tei"mS o:f probability., this meant 
that stu.<l.&nts who earned a mean Q-,ecore. or better on the A., c .. E. (Q} 
had. more than '9 ehanees m. 10 of passing the course in ea.le,ulus a:s com. ... 
_pared to 4tse. than 1 chance :in 10 .o:£ fa.illJl".(:l.. The ehanees were about 
8 in 10 of ma.king .a ncu gr:e.de or better in ea1eulus· and 2 in io of making 
bettel' and abou.t 3 in 20 of ra·ceiving. an. rt A,n. 
75 ... 79 
70 ~ 71+ 
65 - 69 
·60 - 64 
55 - 59 
50 - 54 
45 - 49 
40 ... 44 
35 - 39 
30 - 34 
25 ... 29 
'I' A.BL:m XIII 
RELATIONSHIP BE'llJJZEN A. C. E. Q-SCOR.B 
AND GRADE POINT nr CALCULUS 
Grade Point in Calculus 
0 l ,2 3 
0 0 0 l 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 l. 0 
0 5 2 7 
l 2 4 3 
2 2 .lO 7 
ll 10 21 1.3 
2 2 lO 3 
2 5 5 .3 
l 2 3 3 
0 0 0 l 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
4 
10 
0 
l 
0 
0 
It was also interesting to observe that only one pers.on having a 
Q-score less than the mean of the group received an n11.11 in calculus, and 
that no pers.on with a Q-sco:t·e of 60 or above received an nFa i.11 calculus. 
There w· as good evidence that studeats at this institution imo had 
a low Q-score were not at all likely to exhibit a high lei.tel o:f' perform:,-. 
a.nee :in calculus, whereas students with a relatively high Q-score were 
not likely to do poorly in calculus. If the cutting seors had been set 
at 45, just slightly below the mean .for the group, more than one-fourth 
of the failures and only one ttAn would have been eliminated. The reader 
should be reminded, however., that merely having a high score on one or 
a combination o.f the fact.ors of this study was not necessarily a guarantee 
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of success in the study of calculus. 
(1,t_a.d:e ~ Q.alcUlus and fl• .Q• !• b-Score. In Table XIV the distribu-
tion of the 1-scores in relation ·e,o grades made in calculus was displayed. 
Of the students vmo scored at or above ·the mean score on the linguistic 
portion of the A. c. E., 92 per cent received a pa:ssing grads in ca.lcu-
lus and$ per cent failed. 
TABLE XIV 
HELATIONSHIP BETW.E:&'\J A. C. E. L-SCORE 
AND GRADE POINT IN CALCULUS 
Gi ... ade Po.int in Calculus 
___k,_&_'c_o_r_e ______ o_·· .. _1___ . 2 3 
95 - 99 
90 - 94 
85 - 89 
80 ... 84 
75 - 79 
70 - 74 
65 69 
60 - 64 
55 ... 59 
50 - 51+ 
4-5 - 49 
li-0 - 44 
35 .:.. 39 
30 - .34 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.3 
9 
2 
1 
2 
l 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
l 
1 
7 
6 
l 
4 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 2 
l 1 
.3 l 
l 0 
l 4 
10 3 
s 3 
14 13 
$ 4 
4 .3, 
3 4 
2 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 
l 
l. 
1 
0 
.3 
6 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Expressed in probability ·terms, about 9 out of 10 studen-t.s at this 
inst:i:tut.ion whose L-score was 1;;i;J:; the n1ean or above had a chance to pass 
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calculus, and there was about 1 chance in 10 of failure. The chances 
were 3 in 4 of receivlng a 11cn or better in calculus and 1 in 4 of re-
ceiving less than. ncn. The chances were I+ in 10 of' receiving nBn or 
bettt;:r and 1.nore than l in 10 of receiving an 11A11 in calculus. 
'l'hese percentages were not particularly striking when comp.c1.red to 
those below ·the mean., for 11 per cent of the students having .an L-score 
below the mean received an 11A11 and 38 per cent received a u11n or better 
in calculus,. 1:ihich yielded the sa:me probabilities as for those who scored 
at or above the mean. If the comparison had stopped here, it ~10uld prob-
ably have been concluded that the 1-score was of very little value i.11 
deter.min:L"lg v,ihat the chances were for successful performance in calculus, 
but, a valuable inf e:i;·ence was drawn fro:m examining Uf'H grades in calculus 
and corresponding L-scores. No student who received an L-score of 70 or 
above received an 11 F11 in calculus. If the cutting score had been placed 
at 60, which was about four score points below meru1 performance., nearly 
one-half of the failures in calculus would hava be,sn elim.ina-t,ed for this 
group. Only about 30 per cent of thG students making HAIi a11.d n13u in 
calculus made L-scores of less than 60. 
Grade in Calculus and the Cooperat.ive .Uflebra ·rest Score. Data were 
----- - - --..------ :..::::;s:a.: .. _ ...... ___ -· ---
presented in Table 1.'V to show the distribution of scores :made on the Co-
operative Algebra Test by students o.f this study in relation to th,2; grades 
made :L.'1 calculus. It, was fmind that 87 per cent of the subjects 1:1ho 
scored. at or above the mean received a passing grade ir1 calculus lmd l.3 
per cent failed. Seventy-two per cent made a 11cn or better a.ud 28 per 
cent received less than ncu in calculus. Porty per ce.rTt. received 11Bn 01~ 
better and ll per cent made 11A11 in calculus. However, 13 per cent; of 
those who scored below t.he wean on ·the Cooporat.ive Algebra 'rest. received 
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an u,v, in calculus and 28 per cent .received a. grade of t1B11 or better .. 
'l' ABLJ~ JCV 
.RELATIONSHIP BETWEEi"\Y COOPEH.ATIVE ALGEBRA TEST 
SCORE AND GRADE POIMT IN C'ALCULUS 
-Cooperative Grade Poin.t iri Calculus 
Algebra 'l'est · 0 1 2 3 !t, 
55 
-· 
59 l 0 0 2 0 
.50 
·-
S.4 0 .1 5 3 l 
k}5· - 49 2 l 5 i $ 
40 
-· 
44 l 2 3 4 1 
35 -· 39 ll l3 23 24 7 
JO 
-
34 1 4 6 2 3 
25 - 29 J_ 2 3 l 2 
20 
·- 24 1 :2 5 0 0 
15 
-
19 1 1 4 0 0 
10 
·-
l.4 0 0 l 2 1 
5 ... 9 0 0 1 2 0 
A comparison o! theae percentages gave very little evidence to sup-
port a belief that a score above the mean on the Cooperative Algebr-a 
Test was indicative of high level perf o.r.mance in calculus. It was .also 
observed that there was no place near· the mean where scores could be 
cut in order to eliminate a large portion of the failures. 
Grade~ Calculus .~ the Nelson-32epny Reading~ ~core.. Data 
were presented in Table XVI to show the distribution of scores on the 
reading test in relation to t.he grades made in calculus,. Of the students 
scoring at or above the mean., 91 per cent received a passing grade and 
9 per cent failed. Seventy-five per cent received grades of ucu or 
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bettar it1 calculus and 25 per cent made less than a tt.Qn. Forty-one per 
eent 1:riade 11n11 or better and JJi. per cent l"'eceived t1A11 in calculus. 
TABLE XVI 
RTi:LATION'SHIP BETltlE:&l\l R,SADlNG 1'ES'I' SCORE: AND 
GRJiJ)E POIIIJ'l' IN CALCULUS 
Reading T-c-nst, Grade Point in Calculus 
Score 0 1 2 3 ___ ,,,,_,..,,.. __ ~ 
-· 
140 - 149 0 0 1 0 
130 
·- 1:39 0 0 4 2 
120 
-
129 0 0 3 0 
110 
-
119 1 3 2 2 
100 
-
109 3 3 5 7 
90 99 1 2 4 0 
80 
-
89 4 7 11 13 
70 ~ 79 2 0 12 ) 
60 -~ 69 4 7 e 5 
50 
- 59 2 2 1+ 5 
40 
--
49 2 0 0 4 
JO 
-
39 0 2 2 0 
4 
0 
2 
2 
l 
1 
2 
4 
l 
2 
0 
2 
l 
These percentages were very close to tho.se obtained on comparing the t-
score and the calculus- grades. 'rhis was to be expected since the corre-
lation bet1'1een the L-score and the reading score was .. 74. Of the students 
who had scores below the mean on t,he reading test, 8 per cent received 
grades of HNt and 33 per cent received n13n or better :in calculus. 
It was of some significance to note that none of the students scor-
ing 120 or above on the reading test received either a unu or aYJ. nFu :m 
calculus. If the cutting score had been set, at 80 on the reading test, 
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about one-half of the til)t sfr and Hf*'$" t,.,'Ould · have been avoided for ·this 
Grade in Calculus and the Guilford-Zimmermai1 Reasoning Test Seo:re,. 
- '~- - ' ~- - .. - ' ' ...... , ----
Data. were presented in Table XVII to show the relationship·between gicores 
on the reasoning test and calculus grad.es. 
'l'ABLE XVI! 
H.ELA'I'IOHSHIP BETIJEEl\J H.,'!;ASONING ·rnsT SCORE 
AND GRADE POil1T Ll\J CALCULUS 
Score· on 
ReasoniI:,G 'Test 
21. - 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
l2 - 14 
9 - ll 
6 - 8 
;;; - 5 
0 
Q 
l 
4 
7 
J 
1 
l 
Grade Point in Calculus 
l 2 2 
l 0 2 
2 2 4 
2 ll 6 
a 16 9 
7 l2 9 
.3 10 7 
2 5 3 
1 0 1 
4 
2 
.3 
Jm exa.,n.ination of the data disclosed that of the stude-.nt.s who s.eored 
at or ahotre the mea1.1 on t,he reasoning test,.,. 91 per cent passed calculus 
and 9 per cant failed.. Seventy-four por cent made a ncu or better, aid 
2.6 per cent ma.de J.ess than nc n in calculus. Thirty-s.eve.t"l per cent re-
c.eived nBu or better 1 an.d. 10 per cer-1.t received UAH in calculus. An 
eXEunin.ation of the number of students i,Jho received a score less than the 
7l 
and 12 per e-e-.a.t made a..11 ttA,n in calculus.. About the same percentage o.f 
low· per.t'orm.ers on the reasoning test made outstanding gr.a.des in calculus 
ad did the high performers on the reasoning test. 
ing to determin.e the level of performance t.hat, students in calculus 
might be ex:pecd:;ed to reach. 
were presented to show the relationship of grades made in college alge-
bra to grades:mad.e in calculus .. 
'!ABLE XVIII 
RELATIONSHIP BETvJEJ:?;N GRADE POINT IN COLT.F.GE 
ALGEBRA AND (Ht.ADE POilJT ll\l CALCULUS 
Grade Point in Grade -Point in Calculus 
173 Algebra 0 l. 2 3 
I+ 0 4 g 9 
.3 6 6 21 15 
2 10 11 2.3 16 
1 3 5 3 l 
0 0 0 1 0 
, .. 
7 
9 
2 
0 
0 
Eighty-nine per cent of' 'the stude11-ts studied who made a nc11 or 
better in college algebra passed calculus, and 11 per cent failed .. 
Seventy-five per cent of those 'Who received.. r1cu or better in college 
algebra. also received ucu or better in calculus. P .. grade of' 11 Btt ox--
bett,er was made by 39 per cent of the students receiving itGi! or better 
in college algebra., a."ld 12 per cent received HJ1.t1. 
The most. helpful :information from 'l'able XVIII was that no student 
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with les$ than a nc,r in college algebra :re:o.eived an ttAfl in ~aleulus $111 
only l student with less than 11011 in college .algebra made nBtt L"l calcu-
lus. No student who received an HAU in college algebra tailed caleulus. 
Ac,cording to the records obtained there was one student who had an 
ttFt~ in college algebra who went on to complete calc;mlu.s,. This studen,t 
received a grade o,f 1tQt1 in ,calculus. 
~ ~ College Algebra ~ Semesters of ~. School Mathematics,. 
The relationship between the number of semesters .of high school m.athe-
mati~s completed ~ the. grade made in college alg,ebr.a was shown in 
TABLE XIX 
PJ!LATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEMESTERS 1N HIGH SCHOOL 
Jf.J\.TlfE}liJtTICS AND. GRADE POINT IN COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
Semesters in Grade J;o:int .. in College Algebra 
H. s. M. 
.. 
Cl 1 2 l 
g 0 1 10 14 
7 0 2 7 g 
6 l 0 2a 16 
5 0 2 3 s 
4 0 1 ll 9 
'.3 0 0 2 2 
2 0 0 l 2 
]. 0 0 0 0 
4 
ll 
:3 
5 
l 
5 
l 
3 
0 
An examination of Table XIX showed that 92 per eent of the students, · 
who completed four or more semesters of high school algebra received ,ion 
or better in college algebra., 52 per cent made a grade of "Bn or better 
in college: al.geb~a., and 18 per cent earned an HA°'• 
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This evidenee waa not particularly striking men ,the p;,rl-ormanee -of 
3tud•t,e who aoinpleiad J.ess than tour lY-'..Jltest.ers of high' S<thool. mathen\&.ties 
:c:Qllege algebra.., 7'J per cei-it :received 11Bt1 or bet.tar, and 36 per cent -re-
ceived f'il.'R~ 
On the bas,!$ of these figure$ it appeared that- tar the s.tudent$ 
studied here., the leas mathema;tic~ . completed in high sehool the better, 
the Chance. of maki.'lg a high grade in college ,;lJ.gebra.. 
The re:aaer· Will reea.1.l tha:I:. "l::..he co~f£icient oi Ool"relation between 
grades in college algebra :and. sameatera of high school. mathema.t.ies .com-
pl.eted we, •• 06. 
Grade B: Colle&e p.gebra. and Grade Point. Aver£¥4e. !U lii:&h School 
Mathema.tieei,., In Table XX data were presented concerning 'the relationship 
be'&oween gl?ades reQeived in high echool mathamatic:s and gr~des made in 
eolJ.ege alg.ebr.a.. 
'?ABl.E xx 
~TIONSHIP BE'I'WEfili GllADE POINT AVERAGE Ii"l HIGH SC.HOOL 
MATHEMATICS AND GRADE POINT Ir,! COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
G. P, A. m Grade Point in College Algebra. 
H. s .. t( •. ,o l .2 3 
:,.s .... 4.0 0 Q 16 15 
,.o • :,.49 l 2 Zl 29 
2.5 ...... 2.-99 0 3 13 g 
z..o 
-
. 2 .. 49 0 5 
' 
2 
1.5 
-
1.99 0 l 2 2 
J;..0 
-· 
1.49 0 l. 1 0 
.. s 
-
.99 0 0 0 0 
0 
-
.49 0 0 0 0 
l+ 
10 
16 
i 
l 
0 
l 
0 
0 
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In examining Table U: it was found that 93 per cent of the l;ltud~ts 
having a uc;ti average in high school mathematics received a uc;u or better 
in college algebra. and. 7 per cent received less than.ucn. Fifty-four 
per eei:1.t received t1Bn o:r better in -0ollege algebra., and l.8 par. cant re7 
ceived 11A,u. 
Of these students who had less than a uc 11 average in high school. 
:mathematics; 12: per cent ·earned ttAn ,;· 37 per ye.nt received .nBn or better• 
and 75 per cent received 11c11 or· better :in college algebra •. 
·A comparison oi' thes-e percentages indicated that; for the students 
o.f this study, a high level oi: pe:rformanee in college algebra was mu.ch 
. more .likely to .follow high .level performa.11.ce :in higb -school .mathem.atiea 
· · than low level performance .•. This w~ expected. However,. there -waa. $ome 
doubt, in view of the low relationship between criantity of high sebool 
mathematics and college . algebra. grade, as to whether this relationship 
was due to background in high school mathematics or to other factors such 
as :innate ability or industriousness. 
Grade ja College .~ebra ~ !• Q• ~- ,g-s_2ore. In Table Ill the 
relationship between the A., C •. E .. Q-score and the g:rade ma.de in college 
algebra· was disple;yed. Of the students w'ao scored at or above the mean 
on the quantitative porti9n :0f the A. c. E. P~yehologieal Examinatic:.n,. 
95 per cent received a grade of ucu or better in college algebra, and 
onJ.¥ 5 per cent received less than ncu. Sixt.y-six per cent, made »B» or 
bet·ter and 25 per cent made "All in college algebra. 
Of those .students scoring below the mean Q-seore, only ll per eent 
received an "A" and only .39 per cent received r,Bn or better in college 
algebra.. It was interestii."lg to note that only one person with a. Q ... score 
above 50 ma;d.(!) leas than a ucn in .college algebra. 
-~. 
A .. Cl. E. 
. . 
Q,..S,core 
75 .... 79 
70 
·-
71+ 
65 ... 69 
60 
·-
64 
S5 • 59 
50 
-
5k,-
45 ... 49 
40 
·-
44 
35 
-
39 
30 ,.. 34 
Z5 
·-· 
29 
RELATIONSHIP BISTWEEN THE A .. C. E,. Q...SCOH& 
N,o GRADE POL"ff llJ OOLLEGE ALGEBRA. 
Grade P<;>int.. in College Algebra 
~ l 2 l .. 
' -
0 0 0 l. 
·O 0 .0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 .0 l s 
0 0 s 6 
0 l ·6, 12 
0 6 27 .21 
0 0 .10. 6 
O· 2 9 3 
l 3 4 1 
0 0 0 J. 
4 
0 
0 
1 
6 
2 
6 
11 . 
l 
2 
0 
0 
Gradia E _9oJ.le'2. 41gepr;! ~"'ld !~ fl•.!•· !:-Score. Table XXII was pre-
pared to shc,w the relationship between the A. c. E. t ... score: and grade 
point. in college. algobra. 
An e:1:.amination of the data retteal.ed that 95 per eent of the students · 
. o;f this study l'Jho · scored at the mean or above on the linguistic portion 
of ·t.he A. G. E. Psychological. &:am.i,,"lation received a grade o.f ucn or 
better in college algebra end .5 per cent received less than ucn.. Sixt,y-
four per cent made nnn or better and 25 per cent made "An 1n college 
algebra. 
It a s:l:.udent scored below the mean L-score, his chances of passing 
the course in college algebra re:m.ained a.bout 9 in 10; bu.t his chanees 0£ 
matting an u>,,« dropped to about .l in +o·,,:and the ehaiie• 0£ making •tao 
or bEJt,,ter were ·only 4 in 10.. 
A. c. E ... 
L.;;soore 
... i -
95 ... , 99 
90 .... 94 
85 .... 89 
eo ·• 84 
75 ~:· 79 
70 ... 74 
6S 
-
69 
60 
-
64. 
s, ~· 59 
,o ... 54 
45 .... ll} 
40 
-· 
44 
;s. .... 39 
JQ-.}4 
'l'ABLE ffil 
R6lAT!01'1SHIP BETWEii:l\J 1'HE A. (J~. E. lr-6COE.E 
AND GRADE POINT lN COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
Grade Point in Goll~ge .Algeb~a 
0 l 2 3 
.(I 
0 0 0 3 
0 0 0 3 
Q 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 ) 0 
l 0, 5 5 
0 :, g l.O 
0 ,4 19 l() 
e l 9 7 
0 l. 7 3 
'0- 2 6 2 
0 l 4 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 O.· l 2 
!t 
.2 
0 
:, 
l. 
4 
,., 
.;) 
3 
9 
0 
2 
2 
0 
Q: 
Q 
Grad~ ~ Colle~e Al&:bra ~ Coo2:rative ~bra Test Score. 'In 
Table XXIII data were pre:pAred to show the relationship between Co-
operative Algebra Test score& and grades .in college algebra.. From the 
data presented, it was observed that of the students in this sttxtr wo 
ecored at or above the mean on the Gooperativ.e Algebra Test, 94 per cent 
··,\ ,. 
'\Y'"~· 
received. a grade. of »cu or better in college algebra, 59 per cent 
77 
i 
<tl theae scoring below· the mean on the Co-operative. i\lgebra fest:1. 
,. ; ' . . 
81 per c,ant rece-ived. a grade ot llQfl or bet,ter., 41 per c·ent received "B" 
~- ' ' . , . ' ' . . . 
01:~ better, and 13 per- eent made an «Ail an college aJ..gebra. 
. ,. . . ' . . .. 
. RELATIOI'i!SHIP BETWEEN C.'OOP:EE,A1'!VZ. AtGJt-i'JRA 'TEST. SCORE 
AND Ga.ADE fOIN'l: Ilf COLl..EGE. ALGEBRA 
Cooperative Grade.Point in College 41g~bra 
. . 
~ebra Test 0 l 2 
' ,, 
~; 59 0 0 1. l 
50 .;.. ,4 0 1 i $ 
'5 4,. - 59 0 (} 2 7· 
llJ - /Ji. 0 0 6 3 
35 
·-
.39 1 5 29 2a 
30 
-· 
)4 0 3 5 6' 
25 
-
29 0 1 ? 1 
20 
- 24 0 2 3 2 
15 
- 19 0 0 4 2 
10 
·-
14 0 0 2 J. 
5 - 9 0 0 3 0: 
,4 
l 
~. 
3 
2 
15 
2 
2 
l 
0 
l 
0 
A comparison of these percentages revealed that student,s scoring be-
lm1 the mean wore only a little less lilcely to fall in 't,he high grade 
categories .in college algebra than were the studGnts scoring at or above 
the mean on the Cooperative Algebra 'fest. 
Grade .£1 Co:Uese ~Alfaebra and Nelson-DeEW( Iceadinfti •rest Score. The 
distribution of the reading 'test scores in relation to grades ma.de in 
oollege algebra itas displ~ed in Table, XXIV. 
--
. ,-
T~XXIV 
RELATIONSHlP BBTWEllil'-I mi:ADiiVG ·TEST SCORE 
-AWD GHAD.E POINT Ill COLLSGE ALGEBllA -
. 
Reading Test Gr.a.de Point in College :Algebra. 
$core 0 l 2 3 
1ti:o .... u.9 0 0 0 
--
1 
)JO ..... 1'9 0 0 0 4 
120 
-129 0 0 l ~' ., 
no 
- ll9 0 1 3 l 
100 
-
109 0 3 7 4 
90 
-- 99 0 0 4 3 
00 
-
B9 l l 19 10 
70 
-
79 0 l 11 . 4 
60 
--
69 0, 2 7 14 
!,O 
-
59 0 :, 3 6 
40 
-
49 0 0 4 4 
30 
--
39 0 l 3 1 
78 
4 
0 
4 
2 
2 
' 2 
8 
2 
3 
1. 
0 
0 
Ninety-four per cent of the students scoring .at o~ above the mean 
on the reading test received a grade of uc1t or· bette~ in college -algebJ"& .. 
Sixty per cent of theose students earned n1311 0::r better,. and ~ per e-ent 
received llAn in college algebra.. It was of some velue to obs,erve that 
only four persons 1.-mo had a readtrlg score equal to or greater than. the 
mean received less. than a ncn grade in college algebra, whereas there 
were nine persons with reading scores bel.ow the mean who received l.ess 
than a ucn grade i.n college algebra~ 
Only 10 per cent of the &tudents with less than a. mean reading .soore 
79 
score \'iae less than the mean were on:l.,lf l in lO cwnpared to. three eh.&ne:$$ 
in 10 if he scored at o:r .above the mean ... 
Grade in College Al_gebra and the Guilford-Zimme:t"l.!lan ;geasonip.£ Test 
. ·,· -~·.. . .. 1.. • •• ~-~ .· ' . . .· . -~ 
S:eore,. · Data wet>e presented in Table }(XV ,conaem.:ing the relationship be-
· tween the scor'<'l. on the :r:-easoniug test and the grade made in ,college alge-
bra. by the subjects of this sample • 
. . TABLE XXV 
. RELATIONSHIP BE'I'tr[.©!~1 H.EASO!'iIMG TEST SOO!iE 
!.!'ID GRADE POINT IN COLLEGE ALGEBRA 
Reasoning . Test Grade· Point in College AJ.eebra 
.score 0 l 2 3 
24 ... 26 0 l l. 2 
2l 
-
23 0 0 4 3 
.18 ...... 20 0 2 5 9 
15 .... 17 0 ' 0 17 .JS 
12 
-
14 l. 3 24 17 
9 "'"' u ' ' 0 3 .lp 7 
6 
-
a 0 . 2 , 4 
' 
,_.. 5 0 1 l J. 
4 
l.. 
:, 
7 
10 
s 
1 
2 
o. 
above th~ mean on the reasoning test received a ucr1 or better in eollege 
algebra. Sixty-two per cent received a n13» or better, and 27 per cent, 
Of those student-s soo:ri.ng below· the mean on t.h.e ifaasoning test only 
lO per c.erit received an ff.Att in college algeb~a, and 45 per ,cent received. 
n13u or bet te:v .. 
· On the basis t:lf this evidence it appeared that good reason:mg ability 
was rather closely related to high quality performance in college aJ.ge,.. 
br,a. 
s~ 
Evidence was p:x-esented to show that the present sample wa.s represen-
tati'Ve o;f students who enroll in a program of mathematies and persist 
through calculus. 
Data on correlations between all of the factors .involved in this 
study we:re presented and anaJ.yzed. 
Multiple regression equations we:re computed and a table and oharl 
tor rapid &id convenient predicti.on of grades in calculus were prepaz,ed. 
Scatter diagrams were presented to display the relationship between 
ea.ch factor a.rid grades in calculus and .in algebra. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this .chapter was "to review: tb.e objectives of the 
study, briefly otate the major findings, and make recomm.endations for 
i'utu.re pra.ctic.e and further study. 
Review .2f Qpjeetives 
'fhe major objective o:f this study was to determine the relationship 
between certain tact.ors and academic suc:c·ess in college algebra and in 
.calculus. The independent factors were t,he munber of oemesters of high 
school mathematies completed,. gr&iQ.-poin't average in high school. mathe-
ma'tics, A., e ... E., Q.::Score,, A., Cl. E. t:-seore,- rea<U.ng oomp,t"eb.en.sion., 
rea.son:lng ·ability,. and achievement in algebra at '!.he tin1e of· entrance 
into Co·U~ge_., 
The ensw-er to three questions t,ias sought: (l) Hhat ·was: the rela- · 
tionship between each of the factors and success in college algebra.? 
(2) What -waa the :relationship hetwe~ ea.eh of the facto~ mid su.ec:esSJ 
in eaJ..eulus? (3) What was the compal"'ison of these relat.:ions.hips? 
A fourth ma.jor task involved t}:le eombination of the most pr-omi$ing 
factors into a prediction to-am £or the most probable grade in calculus. 
Conclusions 
In answer to the .first question, it was found that all at the fae,-
tors,, except the number of semesters of high school :mathmnatics com-
pJ,.eted,, were significantly related. to grades made in college algebra. 
!:"actors sigr1i.£'icaY1t at the .Ol level of confidence and the~ coeffi-· 
cienta of cor:relation were it. c. E. Q-scoa:,es.,. .)$;. A. c. m. L,.,..t:ieore, 
.29; grade point averag0 in high, school mathematics., .. 2S; scores on thG 
reasoning test, .2.3; scores on the reading test, .2,3. ·rhe coef!i.e,ient 
of correl~.i,ion bet1veen the Cooperative JD..gebra Tefft scores and grades in 
college algebra was .16., which was significant at the .05 level oi' con-
fidence. 'l'he coefficien:t. of correl.s;tion between the nmnber 0£ semestera 
of high school mathernaties compl~ted and g1~ades L-1 colloge algebra was 
.... 06. 
In l"egard t,o the second quest:t011" it was found that the coefficient 
of correlation between A. G •. E. Q"."'scores aild grad.es in calculus t,ras .16 .• 
This correla"!:,ion ·was .. significant at t,he .05 level of' confidonc.e. Gl'·a.des 
in college algebra and. grades in calculus vrere rela:ted by a correlation 
coofficia."lt of .J4, v'Jhich was significai"'lt at the .01 level of confi:-
dence. None o.f the other co.efficients o:f correlation ,vere large enough 
to be considered signifiea.nt at the .05 level o:f .confitla'l'lee. 
In ariswer to the third question, it may be said that all factors, 
except one, semesters of' high school mathematics completed., were rnore 
clos.eJ.;y related to grades in college algebra than to grades in calculus .• 
In tho case of high school matherua.tics completed, the coefficialts. of 
correlation so nearly approached zero that a oom.pariaon 1.-ras not .f1.msibl:e. 
Variables most closely rela:ted to aca.dei."lic success in college alge-
bra were A. c. l"G. Q- and L-scores and grade-point averages in high 
school mathematics; those least. related were Cooperative Algebra Te.st 
scores a.nd. semesters of high school mathematics completed. 
Variables most closely rela:t.ed to academic succes,s in calcul.us 
were grade in college algebra. 0 . nd A. C. E. Q-score; those least rela~ed. 
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WSJ:'e' reasoning test scores, Cooperative Algebra Test sc:o.res, and semes,..,, 
~ers of high .school. mathematics completed. 
Th<c; regre~s:ion equation involving grade made in college algebra 
and Q-soore se~ to sho~1 considerable promis.e. for predicting grades in 
e:aleulus. 
The prediction ,chart de~igned· for }Jred:icting rt.ABn, 11cn, and unFtt 
grade categories yielded predicti:ons sign:ificant. at the .01 level of eon-
t'idence for· the students involved :Ln this study. · 
Alt.hough some eorrelations were low.,. data presented in scattergram 
tables gave evidenc.e uf.' the feasibility of setting cutting scores on 
some tests. for the purpose or counseling :;itudents. about the risk involved 
· in attempt.ing to continue in a program of mathematics through calculus,. 
l'ests offering the most proms~ .ill this dir~tion were the Q-scores and 
L-,i.seores ,on the A. C. E. Psychological Eicam:ina.tion a."'ld the grade in col• 
lege algebra. ... 
Recommenda:hions 
The results of this .study indicate; that valuable relationships be-
tween certain factors: and acad4U'dC succesa in a specific mathematics 
course coming late in the program, sueh as calculus, can be discovered 
r&l.a.td.vely early.. It is recommended that .further research be conduotecl 
invol.ving such variables a.s grades made in the sequence of courses p:1;e ... 
ceding calculus, study habits, motivation, and industriousness.,. in a.ddi-
tion to the variables revealed as most promising by this study. 
The development and use of a regression equation for predicting 
grades in. calculus> be.fore students have progressed .far in a. mathematics 
program,, seems ~ea.s:ible. It is :recommended that the regression equation 
developed in this study be used t9.,predict grades fu calculus for other 
(·~. ' 
,r:,,·. 
·~~-· 
S4 
groups of students at this institution in order to test :its efficiency. 
In view of the very slight relationship between the quantity of 
high school rnather.aatics complf::ted Md academic success in college alge-
bra and .:iJ.1 calculus;. as reveal.ed by the present study, it would appear 
uru.rarroo:l:,ed to place much emphasis on the completion of any givel'.l. number 
of u..'llts of high school mathemat,ics as a :prerequisite to colleg_e mathe-
matics. 
The reliability of relat,ionships such as those determined by the 
presen:t study is . seriously l:imit,ed by present grading practices in high 
schools and colleges. It is recommended that .research continue on 
methods oi' ir.ap:r·oving t.he rri.arking systemt 
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